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Hate Mail Spurs

Med Center
Gets Grant
of $3 Million

Forum on Race
Over 200 Gather in Gaston for Event

Federal Relations
Department Secures
National Funding

eral Relations, the school will be us-

ing this multimillion-dollar deal to
fund a nationwide demonstration
project focused on helping the “sickest, highest-risk portion of the chronically-ill Medicare patient populaat the Georgetown

University Medical Center.

in the Departmént of Federal Relain ap-

propriations from Congress to fund
the project.
The members in the Senate who
were involved with the overall legis-

from the Healy classroom to Gaston Hall

Network failures have plauged the Georgetown computer networks recently. ACS has replaced the piece of faulty
hardware which they believe was causing the problem.

to accomodate the crowd. Due to the sensitive nature of the discussion and in order

ACS Repairs Faulty Network Hardware
Responsible for Frequent Shutdowns
By Apam SupPPLE
Students and faculty members using the GUSUN, GUVAX and other
campus computer systems found themselves staring at frozen e-mail screens
this week, as campus network pro-

grams failed due to faulty hardware.
According to Debbie Ginsburg, Support Services supervisor for Academic
Computing Services, arecently installed
piece of hardware failed sporadically.
As aresult, “Sometimes connections to
GUSUN, GUVAX or other systems on
campus would be lost,” she said.

In addition, during network outages, computers on the network
would freeze up.

The outages did not only affect

people using
labs, but also
system via the
or off-campus

on-campus computer
users logging on to the
university modem pool
internet providers.

to “a

number of exciting new programs to
boost our revenue,” added Johnson.
The $3 million appropriation from
Congress does not mark anywhere
close to the largest endowment to the
Medical Center from the federal government. However, if the project
proves successful, the university’s
Medical Center will serve as the
model for numerous hospitals across
the nation.
The starting date for the project
has not yet been determined, but it
seems certain to help the many poorer,
elderly citizens in the D.C. metropolitan area who would be otherwise
unable to receive such care.

However, according to Ginsberg,
late Wednesday

night

failing equipment

was

the

piece

of

located and

Ginsburg said. The staffs of Academic Computing Services and Information Services worked together
to find the piece of hardware that

said Ginsburg. The data they cur-

‘was failing, she said.

rently
have
indicates
that
Wednesday's repairs corrected the
problem, and she said no further
problems are expected.

received the letter

Georgetown’s campus.
The BSA leadership said the forum was
held to inform the Georgetown commu-

made public.

nity of the university’s need for a stronger
stance on issues of intolerance.

hate mail recently received by a Georgetown student. The letter contained racist
sentiment and mention of the Ku Klux
Klan according to Conan Louis (SLL *73,
GRD 78, LAW ’86), associate vice president for external relations for the univer-

The inicidentinvolving
the letter served
as “a catalyst that was shedding light on a

larger issue: the climate on campus,” according to one of the organizers. The person also said that students at Georgetown
were not satisfied with the way the univer-

sity responds to intolerance.
“[The fact that] someone is comfortable
enoughtoinflict terror based on the race of

sity.

The letter is currently under investigation by the university, and due to the
ongoing nature of the investigation, the

someone
is wrong, and the university must

student was advised to refuse comment to
the press by Louis, University President
Leo J. O’Donovan, S.J. and Director of
Student Conductand Off-Campus Affairs
Judy Johnson. The investigation is being
conducted by the Department of Public
Safety, the Office of Student Affairs and
the Office of Dean of Students James A.
Donahue.
“I think any person of normal sensibility would find it to be offensive, and certainly Fr. O’Donovan found it offensive,”

reaffirm its position that racism is inconsistent with the Jesuit tradition,” said the
organizer.
The meeting was supposed to begin at

9:30 p.m., but due to overcrowding in
Healy 104, it did not begin until after 10

p.m. in Gaston Hall. An additional delay
was caused

by an individual

who

was

escorted out of Gaston Hall by three DPS
officers.
Richard Whitten (MSES 97) said he
See FORUM,
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NASA Représéntatives Discuss
Future International Space Station
By Joe HARTEN
Hoya Starr WRITER

A fully functional station in space cre-

ates endless possibilities, but the United
States must depend on five other space
agencies to make it a reality, said NASA
administrators Michael O’Brien and
Michael Hawes to an audience of about a
dozen students in the Copley Formal

our work.”

the money

installed recently by Information Services, said Ginsburg, “and had been
working as expected for the past few
weeks.”

replaced.
"Network equipment rarely fails,”

lating costs and inadequate health
services for the poorest and the sickest in the Medicare system,” said
Johnson.
The program will be run by Marty
D’erasmo, chief of the Medical Services Organization of the Georgetown
Medical Center.
D’erasmo voices positive hopes for
the program and said, “Our goal is to
provide high-quality services to the
neediest patients in the most costeffective manner. We will create innovative ways to manage patient care
and share our findings with the government so that other institutions
across the country will benefit from

order to contribute

The piece of equipment had been

student who

to protect the safety of the students involved, comments
inthe meeting were not
At the center of the affair is a piece of

“Fixing the problem was a matter
a process of elimination,”

of

lation of this bill knew that this project
would “help reverse trends of esca-

According to Johnson, the program anticipates to save the federal
government and the elderly population substantial dollars if the project
can provide care in a careful, costeffective manner.
The federal government requires
that the project provide patients with
services for prices equal to or less
than the costs paid at regular Medicare centers.
Presently, the Medical Center is reducing its costs by $50 million in

The

acknowledged satisfaction with the
university’s handling of the investigation.
But members of the BSA found the incident indicative of a larger problem on

over 200 students and had to be moved
OTC

Hova Starr WRITER

“Earlier this year we learned of a
Congressional legislation to provide
nine demonstration projects for Medicare patients with chronic diseases,”
said Johnson. “We submitted our proposal because of our special expertise
and our desire to be a laboratory for
the federal government in a community in which the need is so great.”
The proposal, created by officials

press time.

Thursday in Healy 104. The forum, organized by the Black Student Alliance, drew

tion,” said Janis Johnson, director of

million

Johnson, Donahue and DPS were unavailable for comment on the letter at

similar questions and invited anyone interested to attend a forum onracial tension

The Georgetown University Medical Center will receive $3 million in
the next few months as part ofa D.C.
Appropriations bill which was signed
into law two weeks ago.
Through the work of a few Jesuits
in Georgetown’s Department of Fed-

for $3.8

uled university event, sent with Louis his

opinion: “I abhor and condemn such language without qualification.”

“Did you know the KKK was here? At
Georgetown?” Fliers posted all over
Georgetown’s campus this week posed

By Sonya V. CHAWLA

tions, asked

O’Donovan, who was unable to attend

the forum because of a previously sched-

Hoya Starr WRITERS

Hoya Starr WRITER

communications

Louis said.

By MicueL GonzALEZ JR.
AND GREG REILLY

Hoya FiLe PHoTO

University PresidentLeo J. O'Donovan, S.J. defended GU’s speech policy after
itcame under fire by James Cardinal Hickey of the Archdiocese of Washington.

President O’Donovan Responds To
Cardinal’s Attack on Speech Policy
cifically refering to a conference sched-

By Corin M. Newman
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Georgetown

University

President

Leo J. O’Donovan, S.J. responded to
James Cardinal

Hickey’s attacks last

Thursday on the university’s free
speech policy, saying that “The free
exchange of ideas is the lifeblood of
the university. ... To suppress dialogue

uled for edrly December by the News
Ways Ministry whose “approach ... is
spiritually and pastorally harmful.”
According to Dan Porterfield. associ-

ate vice president for university relations, “[O’Donovan

and Hickey] com-

it

municate often about issues of mutual
concern. [O’Donovan] welcomes the
Cardinal’s contribution to dialogue on
such issues.”

University’s free speech policy in a col-

“The university is deeply committed
tothe
idea that Catholic teachings
should
be heard on campus. This is something

umn published in the Catholic Standard

Hickey and O’Donovan agree on.” said

on Nov. 13 and reprinted in THE Hova’s

Porterfield.
However, Porterfield said, “The con-

is to limit

and

compromise

what

means to be a university.”
Hickey

questioned

Georgetown

Viewpoint section on Nov. 18.

He said that Georgetown should not
allow conferences to be held on campus
that promote “pastoral strategy which
contradicts the Church’s teaching,” spe-

Lounge.
O’Brien, deputy assistant administrator for external space flight relations, spoke

concerning NASA's interaction with the
othernations involved in the International
Space Station project (ISS).
“It’s pretty simple,” O’Brien said of
the economic aspect of the project. “We
can’t go to the moon like we did in the
Apollo days.

It would

builtthebase unit, the United States bought
it from them because of budget difficulties, and will be responsible for its operation. “It’stouch-and-go with Russian funding,” Hawes said.
Canada will contribute a robotic arm
for the station’s assembly and maintenance, while Japan will provide two labs.
ESA’s

three modules

will

be used

as

assembly blocks. The United States will
be “[the] utility company” on the station,
providing power, data and communica-

tions as well as much of the structural
composition of the station.

Russia’ will provide its own labs and
utilites and exist virtually independent of the
other nations once the station is functional.
“Once a nation has a proponent in orbit,

it has the right to utilize the station,”
Hawes said. Therefore, only Russian and

American astronauts will occupy ISS in
| its initial form.
“The main mission of the space station
is as a research laboratory,” Hawes said.
Hawes mentioned research possibilities
such as the effects of nuclear attraction.
protein crystals, tissue researchand a rem-

edy for influenza.

cost over $150

billion today.”
The original agreement for the station
involved only the United States, Canada,
Japan and the European Space Agency

(ESA). Since then, the group invited Russia to join on a more independent basis.
O’Brien discussed the ‘critical path’
aspect of the agreement with Russia. He

said that on the path to space efficiency,
the United States is better off working
with its competition in this case. The
United States and Russia, while using
different methods, are the leaders in space

flight worldwide. Each nation provides
significant benefits to the station’s potential existence.

“If Russia goes away tomorrow, this
program goes away,” O’Brien said.
Senior Engineer Hawes explained the
actual structure and uses for the station

ference will go on because it will foster
good dialogue and falls within the
university’s speech and expression

once in existence. He described each
nation’s contribution.

policy.”

well as the base block. Though Russians

Russia will build a cargo component as

EOHES S ano LECTURES

Keren MoscoviteH/
THE Hoy

NASA Administrator Michael O’Brien spoke in the Copley Formal Lounge on
Tuesday about plans to build an international space station

INSIDE
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«Claire Danes stars in “The Rainmaker,” a
film directed by Francis Ford Coppola based on a
book by John Grisham. See the Guide, page 1G.

Eric Wall talks of the culture of cynicism
emerging in America and the death of the American
Dream. See Viewpoint, page 3.

cture

Bd

-James Takemori, the head coach of the

2 p- m. i Ice.
COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Washington Judo Club at Yates, coached the U.S.
Nationals Team. See Sports, page 8.
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PLEASE WELCOME TONIGHT

ThekkHoxa

GUEST SPEAKER—

Founded January 14, 1920

\M' GOLDFISH, WILLIE!

The Lecture Fund:
Where Are The Big Names?
In past years, Georgetown’s Lecture Fund has
been one of the best-organized and most productive
student groups on campus. In past two years, they
brought the likes of Bill Gates, Tyra Banks, Larry
King, Bob Woodward, Gerry Adams, Harry Wu
and Stephen King, among others. Speakers like
these are an invaluable addition to the intellectual
atmosphere of our university, and the Lecture Fund

has aright to be proud of their past accomplishments.
This year, however, the Lecture Fund hasbeen a
total disappointment. Both the number and quality
of speakers has dropped like a rock: Michael
Moore (“Rogerand Me”), two NASA scientists (to
talk about the Mir space station) and Michael
Stoops (National Coalition for the Homeless). The
Lecture Fund was marginally involved in the Clinton
conference and Newt Gingrich’s appearance as
well, serving as ushers, but it had nothing to do with
convincing either to speak here.
This sudden decline in performance is disturbing, because having outside speakers with realworld experience is an important supplement to
Georgetown academics. Students in the trenches,
so to speak, often do not recognize the eventual
usefulness of the material they are being forced to
learn. Hearing a speaker who is successful in a
career that many students aspire to can be a welcome and even a necessary inspiration. If we are
deprived of worthwhile speakers, the quality of our

education suffers.
Furthermore, why is the Lecture Fund failing to
attractbignames this year? Its funding has not been
cut. We are still the premier university in Washington, a location at which the White House management chooses to hold important conferences. We
remain one of the most prestigious schools in the
nation. Why is the Lecture Fund suddenly unable to
entice important people to speak here?
:
Many would argue that smaller special-interest
clubs have been picking up the Lecture Fund’s
slack, and this is true to some extent. The College
Democrats, for example, are bringing congressman Barney Frank (D-Mass.). There are problems, though, with depending on small groups to
bring speakers to campus. Clubs are here to cater
“to specialized groups, and therefore do not attract
and are not able to attract speakers with mass
appeal. Besides — that is supposed to be the
Lecture Fund’s job.
One hopes that the Lecture Fund has had a lousy
fall semester only because it has been working
really hard to prepare a spectacular spring semester. The Lecture Fund’s recent slacking is unacceptable-— itis not just another club. Its members
are entrusted not only with the largest chunk of the
already-streched Student Activities Commission
budget, but with what is essentially part of a
Georgetown education, and it is failing us.

computers are no longer the wave of the future —
they are the wave of today. Nowadays, computers
are as important to students as pens, papers and
books. Papers are typed on word processing programs like WordPerfect. Research is done on the
Internet. Homework assignments are done on computer programs.
As computers have become increasingly important, Georgetown’s facilities have not stayed up to
par. This inadequacy was highlighted once again
Wednesday, as the Academic Computing Service

labs suffered another shutdown —a situation that
has become all-too-common this semester. For
mostofthe day, the GUSUN e-mail wasnot working.
Students attempting to log on to the computers were
rejected by the system. No one could type or print a
pdper until the computers were working again, no
matter when the assignment was due.
Even when the computers are completely operational, they donot fit the school’s needs. First of all,
the ACS computers are outdated. Over the summer, WordPerfect 8.0 and Netscape Navigator 4.0

were added to most university computers. While
these are two of the most up-to-date programs of
their kind, the old computers have become slow and
the programs often crash. Secondly, there are not
enough computers for the student body, as long
lines for computers and printers often persist at
many of the school’s labs. Thirdly, few dorms are

wired for direct Internet connection, a feature that

many universities now offer. Even the e-mail terminals on the second floor of ICC, which we praised

when they were put in, have become a disappointment. Perhaps only half of them are operational on
any given day, and the long lines demonstrate the
unfulfilled demand.
When computer problems arise, it is hard to
know how they’ll get fixed. While workers are
stationed in the ACS labs from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
after hours, students cannot receive help. The labs’
phones, which are directly connected to the ACS
office, instruct callers to call back during working
hours and offer little help for late-night problems.
And while the basic computing problems persist,
important pieces of technology are hard to find on
can help a student find countless sources at the
click of the button. While this tool could be a huge
aid to Georgetown students, itisnoteasily accessible.
Computer facilities are important for not only
helping students with the learning process but also
with giving students skills that will be extremely
important heading into the 21st century. If necessary, a lab fee (like what business school students
paynow) could be charged for students of the other
Georgetown schools, to help make the school’s
facilities more up to date. It is in the university’s
best interest to make computing at Georgetown a$
easy and pleasant an experience as possible.
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To THE EDITOR:
Because | have heard and seen similar

by the entire community.
Symbols are polyvalent, and no one
arguments made by members of the camindividual or group can control what
pus community who favor placing crucithey mean for others; nor is it fair simply
fixes in all Georgetown classrooms, |
to belittle reactions that differ from one’s
feel compelled to respond to James Car- , own. The Confederate flag is for some a
dinal Hickey’s assertion that the crucifix
proud symbol of the Old South, but for
“offends only those who are intolerant of
the Catholic faith,” (“Cardinal Directions,” Nov. 18, Page 3). Such blanket

assertions, which the range of those opposed to the crucifix proposal demonstrates to be false, amount to uncharitable and ad hominem attacks on the
character and motivations of those who

are troubled by the notion of re-erecting

others a bitter icon of the injustice of

slavery. Catholics experience the crucifix as a symbol of their faith; others may
have reasonable but different reactions
motivated by factors that have nothing to
do with hostility to Catholicism per, se.
Some men and women of good will, for

example, may feel troubled by the presence of crucifixes in the classrooms because for them it serves as a reminder of
the role that the Catholic (and more generally Christian) characterization of Jews

as “perfidious” Christ-killers played in
the ugly history of anti-Semitism in this
and previous centuries. To dismiss their
anxieties and concerns as anti-Catholic
would be a grave injustice.
Rather than making light of opposition to the crucifix proposal by branding
it as a mark of intolerance, proponents
would accomplish more by heeding the
-suggestion made by Archbishop George
when he visited the campus several weeks
ago— namely, that they make an honest
and serious effort to learn and understand the arguments, concerns, and mo-

tivations of those who disagree with them.
ALEXANDER SENS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS
Nov. 19, 1997

Armchair Diplomat Misguided
DEAR EDITOR:

It is odd to see someone who cares about Israel writing such
a short-sighted and often ludicrous column. (“Killing One,
Saving Thousands: Why Khalid Meshal Should Be Dead,”
Oct. 28, Page 3 ) The notion that Hamas’s Khalid Meshal poses
a threat to Israel (and the region) that is similar to that posed by
Saddam Hussein is ludicrous. The killing of innocents: is
detestable; but at no point has it jeopardized Israel’s existence
or that of any other state in the region. Indeed, A.R. Fisher’s
analysis credits Hamas with the kind of power it lacks. If by
some stroke of luck Saddam Hussein and his henchmen were
removed from the scene tomorrow it would in all likelihood

Prime Minister of Israel has demonstrated his extraordinary
diplomatic and strategic skills: Hamas is more popular than
ever because Israel was forced to release Hamas leader Sheikh
Yassin (not to mention the other Hamas activists released from
prison); Israel’s relationship with Jordan has been severely
strained, and Arafat’s credibility in the Palestinian community
has been further eroded, thus making it difficult for him to
pursue Hamas. The only effective, long-term way to undercut
Hamas is to make Arafat an offer that Hamas refuses but the
vast majority of Palestinians endorse: Palestinian statehood.
Only by showing that it is Hamas (and not Netanyahu) that
stands in the way of a two-state solution, can Israel fight

make the Middle East a safer place. But Meshal’s assassina-

terrorism.

tion — quite apart from the moral question — would leave
Hamas as strong if not stronger the next day. Indeed, a number
of Israeli experts have argued that had the attack succeeded, it
would have been followed by a series of reprisals that would
have cost Israel dearly. In any case it-failed, and once again the

DANIEL BRUMBERG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF (GOVERNMENT

Nov. 14, 1997

Kathleen O’Brien

Apostrophe to the Page Editors
O! There once was a Hoya

so grand

Everytime it was published, joyful shouts were heard ‘cross the land.
From a News staff with Jim - who thrived on nights of Disco
To an Ed Page Editor named Chris, about whom everyone said “Where’d he go?”
Goldstein of Sports was a fine chivalrous fellow
And Gatton of Guide was always mello
The bane of Matt’s existance was Campus Op, no doubt
While Sloane, if no Laffy Taffys were bought, would pout
And Graham about whom one ‘must write,
His photos are grand and although he has scurvy he’s still dy-no-mite!

You were our page editors, but now things have changed
The semester has ended and the staff re-arranged

Miguel Gonzalez Jr., Managing Editor

Matt North

Cardinal Out of Line in Letter

campus, such as Lexis/Nexis, a research'tool that

Elizabeth C. Raposo, Editor in Chief
Senior News Editor

Letters to the Editor

of foreclosing open discussion of an issue that ought to be debated vigorously

TheHova
James DiLiberto Jr

hovgq

the crucifixes, and as such have the effect

Out of Order
For the college student, and indeed all of society,

gi,
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Contributing
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Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
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Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

But when you get sad and miss Liz and Miguel
Think of the times weve all had and how, deep down you know they still wish you’d goto HELL]
Thank you to everyone on the staff. Those of you to whom I
owe my sanity who have done everything from copy editing to
Basketball Preview help to Vittles runs when our cups did not
runneth over. This semester has been outrageous, stressful
and chaotic. In one word - WONDERFUL.
I'll miss every minute.

Liz

Assistant Photo Editor
Copy Editor
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Bye-Bye,
Miss
American

An Outright Affirmation of Affirmative Action
Pie

that the Massachusetts Bay
represented a “city on a hill.”
in our constant expansionist
of 1812 and continuing with

our forays to the west, to Mexico and the Caribbean and to the
Pacific Northwest. America was a country without horizons. It

Maker, Stacker of Wheat,/Player

quotas are illegal in the United States,
with the exception ofa few circumstances.
The Supreme Court decision on racial
quotas, (Regents of the University of Cali-

as the lesser of two evils.

fornia v. Bakke, 1978), ruled that, though

Charles

It is important to remember, though, that

Until we can

Rob Cimperman
Be

E CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR.
A lot of students worry about
the practicality of their edu-

cations. As we sit in classrooms,

ability to find beauty and complexity where others take it for granted.
One thing my Georgetown education has taught me recently is that
the purpose of marketing research
is to reduce the uncertainty surrounding a managerial decision.

something that rings true in this argument of optimism. A mere
225 years ago we were a bunch of separate colonies. Everything
the nation has accomplished since then, our mere existence, is a

ring to is a survey that I recently

to draw out polarized views, over-

filled out. I realize that of all the
people who took time to answer
questions about a coffee bar in the
library, | am probably the only one
who was fascinated by the mental
process that arrived at that survey. |
can accept that. I also believe that
sophistication is derived from the

representing
the enthusiastically pro
and con who take time to fill it out.
The first questions are demographic-

with art about America, is known for his series commissioned by
F.D.R., “The Four Freedoms.”

Admittedly, | generalize. Theodore Roosevelt had a lot of good
things to say about war; economic downturns have often left
citizens disheartened; “The Lost Generation” lambasted everything American. Despite all this, there is something intuitive,

success over what we were in this historically-speaking short
amount of time.
Somewhere around the 1960s, the optimism died. Though
economically prosperous, children of the decade found great
problems in society in terms of inequality. Eventually galvanized
by the Vietnam War, they led the Civil Rights and Women’s
Rights movements. They grew up skeptical of their elders and
especially the government. Disenchantment with American life
only got worse with the stagflation of the 1970s. High unemployment and inflation caused turmoil in the country and turned many
of the cities into urban nightmares.
While the economy has improved and we have taken great
steps to improve equality within the country, our mindset has
never recovered. People no longer believe in any politician or the
ability ofthe government to do anything. Socioeconomic changes,
for instance the trend toward dual-income families, have led
many to believe that America’s better days are behind us. Today,
movies like “Conspiracy Theory” and TV shows like “The XFiles” promote ideas of anon-responsive, conspiring government
which Americans have no control over.
The landscape doesn’t seem to help either. Many of our oncegreat cities are nothing more than overrun slums; the most rapidly
growing cities are so spread out, their suburb-residing population
so diffuse, thatthey lack any sort of character. Our vast open space
is continually being crisscrossed with the asphalt of huge, impersonal asphalt highways. The farmer, Jefferson’s embodiment of’
freedom, represents a mere one percent of the population. In
particular, the family farmer is a dying breed. The personalized
grocery store and the elaborate department stores have gone the
way of the dinosaur, replaced by cookie-cutter retail outlets and
warehouse-styled Price Clubs (next time you visit one, see how
much the ambiance reminds you of Edward

Hopper’s “Night-

-hawks.”) The diner where the owner knew what you wanted as
soon as you came in is being replaced by fast food joints. It is the
death of all these things
— awe-inspiring cities, the farmer who
lived off land that was his own, the stability of knowing your
genuinely friendly grocer or counter man— that contribute to our
lack of inspiration.
Somewhere along the line, after all the protests, the standardization, the cynicism, we have lost our ability to dream, to believe
. in tomorrow. Though realism and skepticism have their place,
how can tomorrow ever be better if we don’t believe it will be
better? Though there was no tangible benefit, putting men on the
moon inspired people, united them and made them appreciate
how far we have come from being a bunch of British outcasts,

wearing three-cornered hats, living in a land without a central
government. It was Arthur Miller who painted the harbinger
citizen of the 1990s, Willy Loman of “Death ofa Salesman,” a

man who became slowly disenchanted with his life. “He’s a man
way out there in the blue, riding on a smile and a shoeshine. And
when they start not smiling back—that’s an earthquake. And then
you get yourselfa couple of spots on your hat, and youre finished.
Nobody dast blame this man. A salesman is got to dream, boy. It
comes with the territory.”
,
Beyond the Ivory Tower appears Fridays in THE HovA.

(R-Fla.). The bill would

Lately, though, many attempts have been

legislation.

made to delude the American public into
believing that affirmative action promotes
injustice and inequality.
In the past month affirmative action has

taining to affirmative action, we can retain that which is inherently good in the

fallen under intensive attack. Last week the

Senate recessed for the year without voting
on President Clinton’s nominee for ambassador to Luxembourg, James Hormel, an

openly gay businessman from San Francisco. Senate Majority leader Trent Lott (RMiss.) declared that this nomination was
purely to fulfill a quota, and he did not want

a homosexual representing United States

By

rewriting

the

laws

per-

program. Also we can remove those parts

which many Republicans find so displeasing that they feel the need to dismantle the
program in its entirety. And so we should
follow the President’s decree on affirmative
action: “Mend it, don’t end it.”
Kathleen Kingsbury (SES '01) and Terry
Platchek (COL '01) are board members of
the Georgetown University College Democrats.

With

this in mind,

the

current

survey regarding the coffee bar proposal in Lauinger is worth less than
the trees killed to print it. It violates
just about every rule in the book:
questionnaire design, sampling
strategy and it even lacks clarity of

just what it is that is being measured. Can [ substantiate this claim?
Where should I begin? First of all, it

isaself-selecting
sample. This tends

name, student status or staff. It is
one of the basic no-nos of question-

naire design to ask these types of

questions first because it subconsciously encourages people to an-

swer consistently with how they

The next cardinal rule broken is

classified themselves. More importantly, it asks the respondent for his
or her name. What purpose could
that possibly serve if the goal of the
survey is to get the library patrons’

don’t do marketing research if the

The current survey regarding the
coffee bar proposal in Lauinger
is worth less than
the trees killed to

But a question asks if the best loca-

print it.

:

decision has already been made.
The first sentence says, “The Corp
is considering introducing a coffee
bar in the Pierce Reading Room.”

ther leave this question

blank

or

provide false information.
After my perhaps over-analysis

ofthisinformation-gathering instrument, | had gained a greater appre-

tionis Pierce orthe 2nd floor lounge.
Regardless of whether the data
shows the 2nd floor is more popu-

ciation, not of the lousy survey, but
ofthe complex process of construction of surveysthat researchers have
fine-tuned throughout the decades
in order to more accurately gain an

lar, it only says Pierce is the room

understanding of human behavior.

being considered.
At the end of my laundry list is
the most obvious boo-boo to which
questionnaires fall prey
the
“double-barreled question.”
It
reads, “Do you support the idea of
faculty/studentreadings. artdisplays
or other events?” and gives the
choices

of love

the idea,

like it,

general opinions? Is the Corp planning to track down certain opinion-

don’t like it or hate it. Personally,

holders? If this is to be used as a
validity check, it should at least be
asked at the end, and optimally be
asked in some indirect manner so as
not to intimidate.

art displays in the silent reading
room may be pleasant while readings would be distracting to those
trying to study. Any of the respondents who agree with me must ei-

and I presume others agree, I think

I also hope to help the readers of this
viewpoint

understand

that

some-

thing that seems as simple as asking students about coffee preferences has been the focus of much
human thought, and should not be
taken for granted. I believe two adages are particularly relevant here:

“A little knowledge is a dangerous
thing” and one of marketers’ favorites for describing
the quality
of decisions based on insufficient information, “Garbage in, garbage out.”
Rob Cimperman is a junior in the
School of Business.
?

Pong to Playstation, A Joystick Is a Man’s Best Friend
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where
a year’s tuition costs more
money than most people in the
world make in a year, I can find

no excuse at all for even spendnanosecond

playing

use of time, and so is stabbing

someone
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people the same question. It’s more
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fun than you think.
7. Read a book for fun. Stop laughly ing! I think people actually used to
# do this.
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video game.
There is nothing, absolutely
nothing good about playing a
video game, other than the fact
that it can give you a way to
bond with other people who
share a common enthusiasm for
virtual iguana racing on ice, or
whatever game it is you like.
Anything at all is a better use of time than playing a
video game. (O.K., not anything; getting stabbed is a
worse

nN

2

the crack of the masses.
Incollege, especially ata place

ing one

5. Join a club. It can be any club at
all. They all have good reasons for
existence and are always looking for
more people.
6. Become the official Campus
Opinion compiler. All you have to do
is walk around and ask a bunch of

Georgetown

students who play video games. It’s amazing, in a bad way.
I might actually go so far as to say that video games are
the opium of the masses, but someone else already thought of
that phrase. Anyway, this is the "90s, so video games must be

else, so

there are exceptions to this hypothesis.)
Georgetown’s academic climate suffers not from outof-control partying by students, but from video game
zombies. Parties are actually good; they provide people
with a chance to network and meet people who just may
change their lives, but someone who spends the same time
playing a video game is comparatively isolated and alone.
Although I hate to point out the differences between
men and women, because everybody else does this all the
time and there really aren’t that many differences anyway,
[’m going to do it right now.
I hope you don’t think I’m going out on a limb with this,
but here goes: Men play video games more than women.
I have never seen anyone of the female gender over the
age of 10 play a video game. | haven’t even seen a video
game system in a woman’s apartment, ever. Maybe they
keep their Nintendos and Segas hidden, but I doubt it.
A friend of mine from high school has a job in California making video games. We get along real well. He tells
me that everybody at the company is a guy. It’s a regular

Campus Opinion:
I like meat.
Charley Bernstein, COL

Canady

have killed federal affirmative action programs. Thankfully Americans so far have
recognized the sanctity of this largely beneficial and extremely necessary program.

policy. He does not want Hormel to spread
the homosexual agenda to Luxembourg,
even though Luxembourg’s social policy
is probably light years ahead of Lott’s
thinking. Later in the week, the Senate
Judiciary Committee rejected President
Clinton’s choice for assistant attorney
general for civil rights, Bill Lann Lee,
based on his advocacy for affirmative
-action. If approved, Lee would have been
Clinton’s administration’s highest ranking Asian American. Both of these situations only further prove the need for affirmative action. Certainly a call for the end
of affirmative action is not warranted.
Instead we should support the president and call for an update of the current

The Corp Coffeehouse Survey: Research Gone Wrong

listen to esoteric lectures and read
wisdom on black and white pages,
the belief that this will all be useful
someday vacillates between remotely possible and absurd. A recent occurrence, however, was a
stark reminder that some of the skills
we oftentry to learn the night before
our midterms could actually make
our lives easier in the future.
Maybe I am trumping this up a
little too much, but what I am refer-

with Railroads and the Nation’s Freight Handler;/Stormy, husky,
brawling,/City of the Big Shoulders.” “New York, New York”
and the title song from “Oklahoma” share the same message
musically. Norman Rockwell, the name most easily connected

On Nov. 5, voters in Houston struck down

crimination. But the important thing to remember is that affirmative action is not a
solution to racism. Ever since its birth in
the 1964 Civil Rights Act, it has served

fully address the real issues as to why
educational institutions may consider race
people face discrimination, affirmative
as a factor in admitting students, admisaction isa tool we canuse to at least make
sion quotas based on race alone are unsure that all minority groups are approconstitutional. When there is an extreme
priately represented in universities and
necessity to impose racial quotas a fedthe workplace.
eral judge may do so. Such is the case in
Over the past few years, many Repubseveral school districts across the nation.
licans have called for the elimination of
One notable example is that of the Chiaffirmative action because they want to
cago public school system. Racial quotas
return America to its meritocraticgroots. | were imposed there by a federal judge.
But there are inherent problems with this
But according to Mary Rochford, a judge
statement. The most blatant and imporin the second municipal district of Cook
tant issue is that the United States has
County, anytime a judge imposes a quota,
never, been a meritocracy. Racism has
he highly supervises the results. Also,
always been a contributing factor in job
before a judge can impose a quota, the
selection and university acceptance. We
situation has to meet very specific critecannot assume that the end of affirmative
ria. Therecent trend of the Supreme Court
action would result in a meritocracy. In
is to make standards for quotas harder

periment in democracy, a model, derived in part from the Puritans’ earliest

and harder to reach.
Americans around the country have declared that they support affirmative action.
“Proposition A,” a ballot measure
that would
repeal affirmative action programs. Under
Houston’s affirmative action programs, the
city council aims to distribute 20 percent of
city contracts to women and minorities.
Then later in the month the House Judiciary Committee voted to table an antiaffirmative action bill sponsored by Rep.

Therefore, it is difficult to justify
affirmative action, possibly a means of dis-

hope. From our independence, we
viewed ourselves as an exciting ex-

was the endless expanse of the prairies.
Our most famous presidents have been men who have not
inspired with promises of power or glory, but with the promise of
a better life. The Gettysburg address was not about victory over
the South. It was about reuniting the country, so that the nation
might have “a new birth of freedom” and “not perish from the
earth.” Franklin Delano Roosevelt did not do as much with actual
policy as he did by instilling citizens with a sense of optimism.
Even concerning war he is known for rallying the nation, insisting
that “we have nothing to fear but fear itself.”
Even American art is bound in hope. Carl Sanburg’s “Chicago” was a proud, defiant celebration. The city was, “Hog

HERE ARE FEW PEOPLE WHO WOULD DISagree that discrimination is wrong.

!

ing the morale of his men. It was a win
in the coldest of winter, a symbol of

Butcher for the World,/Tool

fact it won’t. Racism is still prevalent in
society and forms of discrimination have
expanded to include women and sexual
orientation.
Lately, there has been an effort by those
who wish to see an end to affirmative
action to equate the program with quotas.

Kathleen Kingsbury
and Terry Platchek

HE GOOD OLD DAYS,” WE ARE TOLD, ARE NOTHING MORE THAN
!
a misperception of human nature. Nostalgia causes us to
forget many of the less pleasant experiences of the past
and instead to stress our fonder memories. And yet it seems that
Americans have lost much of the optimism previous generations
shared. In short we have lost the American dream.
From our revolutionary origins, the
ERIC
country has been built on optimism.
WALL
Colonists took on a much larger force
to gain their independence. George
Beyond the
Washington’s most famous victory at
Ivory Tower
Valley Forge was important in reviv-

beliefs
—! colony
The optimism was represented
attempts, beginning with the War
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8. If worst comes to worst, get an
internship. Washington, D.C.’s

economy is based on the free labor
provided by college students. You
too can be a part of this interactive

male-dominated patriarchy that caters to a mostly male
consumer base — so it’s kind of like pro sports.
So, guys, in light of the fact that video games melt your
mind, and keep you from otherwise meaningful activities,
I have devised a list of 10 things that you could do that
would be better than playing video games. Pick one next
time you feel the urge to numb your own mind.
1. Go to Yates. | myself have only been to Yates three
times in as many years, so | can’t tell you what it’s actually
like in there these days, but it surely beats mind-numbing
button-nressing. Actual basketball is better than virtual
basketball.
2. Actually do the assigned reading for class. [ have yet
to meet a Georgetown student who has not abridged their
reading assignments. Hey, your once-in-a-lifetime college education is what you make of it.
3. Keep a diary. How are your grandkids going to know
the rigors of your daily life if you don’t write it down for
them as it happens to you? You certainly won’t remember
it by the time you’re that old anyway.
4. Call someone and discuss what you're doing for the
next holiday. It never fails as a great conversation opener.

What is your favorite thing about

Thanksgiving?

|

networking free-for-all.
9. Take up fire-eating. This novel
skill will be sure to entertain that
special lady in your life.
10. Study the effects of video
games on the masses. Maybe this whole diatribe is totally
off-base.
Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in THE

( Thank you to: Jamal, Aaron,

Andy and Olivia.

football.

Mike Bober, SFS ’00

-Matt

N—

Compiled by Andy Amend

StoveTop Stuffing.

Tim Lunardi, SFS ’99

The heartwarming story about the
Pilgrims and Indians ... No really,

>

Bree, Kirk, Eric, Adam, Matt,
Kasia, Jeff, Julie, K.C., Gillian,
Colin, Graham, Petra, Keren,
Greg, Jeremy, Miguel, Liz, Katie
and an extra-special thank you to

The Simpsons’ Thansksgiving episode. ~~ °

’00

HoyA.

Dean Atkins, COL

Ha. Ha. We kicked out the Puritans.
Robert Bullock, SFS 99

’00
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o ‘Burning of The
Bruin’ Divides USC
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Nov. 18 —
For the majority of people on campus, the major issue of Troy
Week is beating UCLA.
On

“The level of excitement among students, staff and particularly among alumni, is just astonishing,” said Vice President
for University Relations Walter Harrison.
“People are absolutely thrilled by all this. I think it’s terrific.”
While fans might not be permitted to rush the field in the
event of a Michigan victory, there will still be plenty of
excitement. Two events are being planned to make this football
Saturday in Ann Arbor even more memorable — a pre-game
student tailgate on Elbel Field and a post-game celebration at
Michigan Stadium.
The student tailgate is being organized by Spiritchange, a
new student organization that has been working since September to host this event.
“Our basic goal is to increase school spirit at athletic events,”
said Spiritchange member Barbara Rublein.
Spiritchange members sent out more than 1,000 e-mail

10-3 to abolish a

that they would continue the event themselves. This,came in

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, Nov. 18 —As excitement

such an emotionally charged event.

Sept. 8, the Student Senate voted

traditional Troy Week practice known as the “Burning of the
Bruin.” The vote came shortly after Trojan Pride, the official
campus spirit organization and the group responsible for putting on the event, decided not to hold the burning this year.
After the senate’s decision, the College Republicans decided

© Michigan Forbids
Rushing the Field
builds for this Saturdays football showdown, many university
students hope Michigan will crush Ohio State and 106,000
raging fans will rush the field, carrying Charles Woodson on
their shoulders as “Hail to the Victors” echoes throughout
Michigan Stadium.
:
But that’s not going to happen, according to university
officials. At least not the part about rushing the field.
“If somebody rushes the field, they’re going to be arrested,”
said Department of Public Safety spokesperson Beth Hall. “It’s
a violation of regional ordinance, and it’s also very dangerous.
We don’t want anybody to hurt themselves.”
This may come as a disappointment to many Michigan fans
who were anticipating an all-out victory celebration on and off
the field.
If Michigan wins, we should go hog-wild nuts,” said LSA
first-year student Jason Kohler. “It’s the biggest game of the
year, and it would be absurd if students couldn’t celebrate.”
Engineering sophomore Joshua Sauer proposed a way around
the regulation.
“I’d try to get everyone else around me to rush the field, so
they couldn’t stop us,” Sauer said.
Rushing the field may endanger fans, Hall said.
“It’s our hope that people will not rush the field,” she said.
“It presents a danger to both people in and out of the stands.”
DPS will be cooperating with the Michigan State Police,
Ann Arbor Police Department and the Washtenaw County
Sheriff’s Department to maintain order at the game. “There’s
going to be increased security in general,” Hall said.
Students have neverrushed the field in full force at Michigan
Stadium. Still, officials are concerned that this may happen at

For a vocal minority, however, the

issue this year has been how Troy Week itself is celebrated.

messages to attract attention to the tailgate and plan to continue
advertising throughout the week.
“We’re hoping to get around 500 or 600 people,” said
Rublein, a Business senior.
The post-game celebration will be held in Michigan Stadium
immediately after the game. Organizers originally intended to
hold the festivities at Crisler Arena, but changed the location to
Michigan Stadium because of its larger size, said Deb Moriarty,
assistant to the vice president for student affairs.
“Players [and] coaches will speak,” Moriarty said. “[It will
be] a typical post-game celebration.”
— Sam Stavis, Michigan Daily

@ Title IX Report Suggests

Gender Gap at Harvard
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, Nov. 18 — Harvard spent
nearly half'a million more on men’s athletics as on women’s
athletics during the 1996-97 school year, according to a
recent university report.
The report was made public in order to comply with the
Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act (EADA), a law passed by
Congress in 1995. The EADA requires that all universities
receiving federal funds publish information on athletic team
expenses.
In the 1996-97 academic year, Harvard spent $1,311,889
onmen’s teams operating expenses— transportation, meals,
uniforms, lodging
— while it spent $850,390 on those same
expenses for women’s athletic teams.
The report said the average salary for a head coach of a
men’s team last year was $54,872 while a head coach ofa
women’s team received $46,326. For assistant coaches, the

average salaries for those helping men’s teams was $36,067
while salaries for those associated with women’s teams was
$25,667.
While these discrepancies are similar to those in years
past, many associated with the women’s sports continue to

be surprised that the gap has not narrowed significantly.
“It’s unfortunate but not surprising at any institution,”
said field hockey Head Coach Sue E. Caples. “At this point
in time, it shouldn’t be happening.”
Despite the report’s figures, the Athletic Department said
yesterday that it is committed to improving opportunities in
both men’s and women’s sports.

And Athletic Department officials say that the discrepancy in part can be attributed to football, a male sport which
alonereceived $240,268— more than 10 percent of the total
money allotted for all of Harvard's athletic teams.
Football expenses accounted for one-half of the difference
between men’s and women’s athletic expenses.
“Football makes a big difference in the overall figures,”
said John P. Veneziano, director of Sports Information.
Veneziano also attributed the discrepancy to sheer number differences in certain sports.
:
For example, Harvard crew received $240,459 last year,
while Radcliffe crew received $119,760.
This difference, Veneziano points ut, can be attributed to

the fact that there were 139 male rowers while there were 74
female rowers.
“That alone will help to explain it,” Veneziano said.

Veneziano added thatrowing expenditures involved transportation of “bodies and boats.”
Veneziano was also quick to point out that six women’s
teams spent more on operations than their male counterparts.
In basketball last year, the women’s team spent slightly
more than the men’s team.
“Women had more travel last year,” Veneziano said.
While last year’s figures continued to show a disparity in
funding, many are hopeful that in the future Friends of
Harvard athletic teams and alumni donors will make the
teams more equitable in regards to funding.
In the past, most of these groups were focused on male
sports, but recently, efforts have been made to concentrate

alumni efforts on women’s teams.
— Laura L. Tarter, Harvard Crimson

spite of Senate’s later decision that any organization which
sponsored an event which included Bruin burning would be
denied senate-based funding for the rest of the year.
Those funds include money from Program Board, Discretionary Board, the Leadership Fund and the Philanthropy Fund.
- Opinion on the burning has been divided.
;
“Especially after I read [Monday’s] article, I saw ‘how
insensitive [the C.R.s] were,” said Cheshan Kindred, an undecided junior. “It seems like they were throwing it in our face.”
The burning was traditionally held the Thursday night before
the USC-UCLA football game. Ata large rally in Hahn Plaza,
in front of Tommy Trojan, a human-sized stuffed bear, dressed
inUCLA clothes, would be hanged by its neck from a noose and
then lowered into a large bonfire.
The Black Student Union, a branch of the Black Student

Assembly, which is part of Program Board, went to Student
Senate in early 1995 with complaints about the burning of the
Bruin.
It was the position of BSU that the event too closely resembled the lynchings and other violence carried out against
blacks in the South in the 1950s and ‘60s. The Latino Student
Assembly added their concerns, saying that Chicanos in California during that period experienced much of the same treatment.

For the last two years, Trojan Pride, in response to their
concerns, has hanged the bear by its waist, rather than by its

neck. This year, however, BSU went to senate to ask for a more

permanent ban. In response to that, David Oviosu, a housing
senator, drafted the resolution to ban the event.

After two months of planning, the College Republicans have

abooth this week in Hahn Plaza where they are selling bears on

nooses and Burning of the Bruin T-shirts. On Wednesday, they
plan to attack and decapitate a large Bruin in E.F. Hutton Park.
Sales at the booth appeared to be heavy on Monday.
Students were lined up around noon to buy bears on nooses.
By 2 p.m., more than 50 bears had been sold. In spite of the
racial questions, the idea of holding the event has found
support.

“They havearightto do itand I wouldn’t take that away from
anybody,” Kindred said.
“I think tradition is worth putting aside symbols of the past,”
said Kevin Guith, a sophomore majoring in nursing.
The band has also shown support for the Burning of the
Bruin. At the rally Monday in Hahn Plaza, the band chanted
“Burn the Bruin,” rather than the typical “Beat the Bruins”
chant. “It just spread around,” said Benjamin Chua, an assistant band director. He said the chant was unplanned, and that
the band was sparked by someone in the crowd who started it.
— Ben Berkowitz, Daily Trojan
— Compiled by University Wire
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Forum on Campus
Race Relations

Held in Gaston

Poland Trumpets

mocracy.”

FORUM,

Polish Achievements

From p. 1

he denied writing the letter. Kim Taylor
(SFS °98) asked that Whitten leave the
room or be removed by DPS if he refused. She said the student who received
the letter wanted to speak but would not
do so in front of Whitten.
“This meeting was called for [the
student] to speak on the situation that
happened to him, and he did not feel
comfortable speaking in front of

pt

}

tended

dds
Adds,

Order:

of

said, “First people

“People on this campus need to wake

up, stop being politically correct, and
realize thatracism is alive and well .... It

‘was here before this forum and it will be
here after,” said Sherri-Marie Jones
(COL ’99).

Basket

Case

to

Dream

was there as ambassador.

Poland has experienced consistent, solid growth since 1992. Inflation is down to 13 percent and
real income is rising. The currency is freely convertible and an
efficient stock exchange is in
place. Exports are strong, and 70

percent of the economy rests in
private hands.
The former ambassador attributes this economic boom to the
privatization of the economy, which
he said was nourished largely by
increasingly industrious individuals starting small and medium-sized
businesses,

and

the

sound

macroeconomic policies of the Polish government.
In politics too, Rey said Poland
is experiencing a rebirth.
There are two broad-based political movements in Poland. One
comes from the left, with commu-

this as an opportunity to make concrete

changes on both structures and attitudes
within the university,” said Leistikow.

ian control of the military, decen-

“I think the proposal that will come
forward as a result of this meeting needs
to be given the highest priority by the

tralization of power, privatization

sah

ei

Quantity

group

Fri., Dec. 5-noon to 7 pm or Sat., Dec. 6-9 am to 6 pm
CAG
Do

spoke to a small

Georgetown students and faculty
in the McGhee Library in ICC on
Nov. 18. The title of his speech was
“Poland’s Transition from Com-

Order Early! Pick-up at 1313 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Call (202) 337-7313 (fax:333-1088) for more information or for delivery on orders of 8 or more plants

lvoe

Rey

to Po-

nist origins. The other is on the
right, with roots in the solidarity
movement that pushed for political
and social freedoms during the communist regime.
In 1993, the leftist party won
national elections. Poles saw civil-

* 6 1/2" pot (2 plant branch - 8 to 12 blooms) $20
«7"
pot (3 plant branch -12 to 18 blooms) $25

Name

the forum,

have to realize the real problem and not
be quick to judge ... we have to be
proactive. It’s not just what we talk
about. It’s what we do about it.”

clean-ups, and the Community Policing Center.
Florist Quality Plants Available in Traditional Red, White, or Pink

Former U.S. Ambassador
land Nicholas Rey.

Ally.”
When Rey arrived, Poland had
an annual inflation rate of 600 percent and was entering its third year
of zero economic growth. Rey testified to the incredible economic renaissance that occurred while he

believe in throwing baseless accusations around?’” Whitten said.
Stephen Baldi (GSB ’98), who at-

To benefit our many community efforts - neighborhood watch programs,

like that of the United States, said

Whitten was allowed back into the
forum because, according to Louis,
“...there’snoregulation or law that would
provide officers the authority to physically remove someone from the room.”
Whitten said, “I thought it was totally
disgraceful for Georgetown to have a
meeting such as this and to try to discriminate against me by not allowing
me to attend.”
Whitten said one of the organizers
asked thatanyone involved in the case of

believe in freedom of speech, or do you

THE CITIZENS ASSOCIATION OF GEORGETOWN

from behind
economy is
its political
to look more

munist

“I’m not directly involved. ... I said to
[one of the organizers], ‘Do you want to
haye a one-sided discussion? Do you

Purchase your holiday plants this year from

As Poland emerges
the iron curtan, its
steadily growing and
structure is begining

As the country moved toward
becoming a solid democracy, a
major issue during Rey’s time in

[Whitten],” said Taylor.

the letter leave the room.
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GUSA Vice President Dan Leistikow
(COL ’98) also attended the forum and

felt it addressed issues important to the
university.
“I think it’s important for us to use

university, and GUSA will do its best to

Phone
State

;
Zip

Friday, Dec 5. ____ Saturday, Dec. 6

BRIEFs ——

said, “The election process shows
that this is becoming a healthy de-

the student who received the letter, but

POINSETTIAS
FOR
GEORGETOWN
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U.S. Ambassador to

was involved in the affair surrounding

lr
a VE

—

[further it].”
Hoya Staff Writer Elias Soussou contributed to this report.

ofthe economy and a new constitu-

tion during the left’s four years in
power.
The right gained control of the
government in September and Rey

Poland was the country’s desire to

join NATO, finally realized earlier
this year.
Rey was appointed American ambassador to Poland in late 1993,
where he remained until last month.
— Rachel Kurlantzick

Dean Holds First of
Two Crucifix Forums
The university tackled the conflict over placing crucifixes in the
classroom by holding a forum, led
by Dean of Students James A.
Donahue and University Chaplain
Rev. Adam Bunnell. O.M.F., to
discuss the issue.
:

Over 50 students, faculty members and alumni shared their opinions on the topic.
One of the few voices opposing
crucifixes was that of classics professor

Alex

Sens.

In response

people, and no one can say what a
symbol should mean.”
Hickey criticized Georgetown’s

policy regarding the placement
of crucifixes in the classrooms in a column
in the Catholic Standard Nov. 13.
Government Professor Marilyn
McMorrow was the only other voice

of opposition.
“It is more important to focus on

our mission as a Jesuit university
—to go to the ends of the earth and
every culture — and not our heritage,” said McMorrow.
Bill Watson, S.J., director of Re-

treat Programs for the university,
agreed with McMorrow’s statement
that it was important to focus on
our mission, but contested that Jesuit tradition stresses being firmly
grounded in one’s own heritage,
The next debate will be at the
beginning of the spring semester.
Bunnell and Donahue hope to develop
a possible solution to the con-

faith and tradition, as well.

troversy

to present

to University

President Leo J. O’Donovan, S.J.
— Courtney Schlapo
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James Cardinal Hickey’s assertion
that the crucifix was only offensive
to those intolerant of the Catholic
faith, Sens said, “Symbols have
different meanings for different
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Takemori: From Champ to Trainer

Ward Grows as

JUDO, From Pp. 8

Hoyas’ Leader
WARD, From p. 8
:
this witha school-record-tying
88-yard
completion to Rosenthal earlier this
year. He threw the ball at least 50 yards
in the air, just out of the reach of the
defense and into Rosenthal’s waiting
hands around midfield.
Ward also demonstrated his mobility earlier against St. John’s Nov. 5.

Forced out of the pocket and scrambling left, Ward evaded several tackles, saw: Rosenthal open in the end
zone and uncorked a 19-yard touchdown pass across his body.
Ward was a member of Benson’s
first class of recruits at Georgetown,
and he came to help build a tradition.
He was heavily recruited as a high
school senior at St. Joseph’s in
Montvale, N.J., by several highly-regarded Patriotand Ivy League schools,
but in the end he chose to become a
Hoya.

“I was not even planning on coming
to Georgetown,” Ward said. “Then I
came down one night in the middle of
the week, and I felt really comfortable
amongst the guys I was with. It was a
feeling I did not get at other schools,

and that was something | was really
attracted to. It seemed more like what
I had in high school, with a tight bond
of friendships.”
Ward got hisshotalmostrightaway,
starting the final four games of his
freshman year. He completed 68 of
112 passes for 774 yards and 1 | touchdowns while leading the team to four
straight wins and turning around what
was a [1-4 season to that point.
His sophomore season was less of
an individual success but saw continued team improvement as the Hoyas

Friday, November 21, 1997

went 6-3 with Ward starting every
game. Ward completed 112 of 220
passes for 1,392 yards and 11 touchdowns, but he also threw 14 interceptions.
Now he is a senior, and his time is

almost up. Over the years, he has matured and grown. Benson credits hard
work in the weight room for the tremendous strides he has made.
Rosenthal is quick to point to his poise
as it has developed over his four years.
“I knew it was going to be a growing
experience when I came here,” Ward

said. “I got an opportunity to play
early, to help build a program. That
really appealed to me. With the guys

luckiest guys on earth,” he says.“I hit Italy
May 2, [1945], the day the war ended.”
Still, he didn’t get back to the United
States until well after the war, and by
that time his family had moved to the
Washington D.C. area. At26 years old,
Takemori found himself with no way to
practice judo.
“I didn’t get back ’til 1952, and there
wasn’t anyplace to practice,” he says.
“Then | went to the Pentagon [Officer’s
Club] with a friend of mine to see the
new automatic pin-setters in the bowling alley.
:
“My friend said ‘Hey, did you know
there was a judo club here?’ I wasn’t a
black belt, but I took over the club. We

were the first in the area.”
From there, Takemori moved up fast.

Right after taking over the Washington
Judo Club at the Pentagon, he entered
the first-ever Senior National Judo
Championship on the East Coast, held
in 1953. “I was a second-degree brown

belt,” Takemori says. « ... I competed
and beat three second-degree black belts,
and they jump-promoted me to a firstdegree black belt.”
After that competition, Takemori was a

national champion, reigning practically
undefeated on the East Coast. “I was
champion of the East Coast until I retired
in 1960,” Takemori. “I retired because my

students started kicking my ass.”
The student Takemori is proudest of
is James Bregman, the first D.C. area’
judo player to beat him —as an 18-year

pics, the first Olympic judo competition
and the first medal in the sport for the
United States.
Takemori’s Olympic studentsincreased
during his long career coaching at the
international level. Inadditionto coaching
the U.S. National Team from 1969 to
1991, Takemori

is an international ref-

eree. As a seventh degree black belt, he is
just three degrees lower than the highestranked player in the sport alive today. In
addition to the three classes a week he
teaches at Georgetown, he coaches at the
Naval Academy and travels all over the
world as a referee.
Still, he takes obvious pleasure in dem-

onstrating the elementary judo techniques
of throwing and choking to his beginners

old. Four years later, Bregman went on

class. “Don’t be afraid to hurt her,” he

towin a bronze medal at the 1964 Olym-

says, admonishing one pair of giggling
beginner students practicing anew choke.
“Her eyes should be popping out.”

who came in with me, we knew it was

A Sport of Finesse

going to be a special group. It has all
come together this year.”
With one game left, Ward is still
focused onthe task athand. Asa senior
and a captain, it will be his job to rally
his teammates from last Saturday’s
crushing 42-0 home loss to Fordham.
Ward is optimistic about his task.
“We talked to the team on Monday
morning,” Ward said. “A lot of guys
were kind of in a hole, and we talked
aboutcharacter. Characteriseasy when
things are going well, it is a little
tougher when you are down. This is a

“People have this total myth about
judo. It’s a gentle art,’ one of the oldest
arts,” Jividen says. “You have the explosive execution of a throw, but then

the gentle setting down on the mat —
[the opponent] is okay, but they’re
caught. You’ve got their sleeve, and two
seconds later you’ll have somebody six,
seven feet up in the air.”
Founded by Japanese educator Dr.
Jigoro Kanoin 1882, judo took the martial
art of jiujitsu and stripped away many of
the most violent or injurious techniques.

great opportunity to show what kind of

Theresult wasan art in which most moves

team we are.”
Regardless of what happens, Ward
is proud of the team’s accomplishments, sure of the program’s future
successand appreciative ofall the game

could be practiced or executed safely and
adecisive victory could be achieved without hurting the opponent. After Kano’s

changes, the art was named judo, translated “the gentle way.”
Combining throws, holds, chokes, arm

has given him.

locks and other techniques, judo uses leverage, balance and techniques to immobilize an opponent. Unlike wrestling,
which judo is often compared to, the emphasis is on finesse and skill rather than
strength. In form, though, judo remains
close to its jiujitsu origins.
“You learn a great deal of self-control. If you do judo alittle different it can

“We are really a tight group,” Ward
said. “When you are out there with
your brothers, there is not much you
would not do for them.”

be lethal,” says Tad Nalls, (CAS

71,

LAW ’74), a Bethesda trial attorney and
one of Takemori’s assistant coaches.
Nalls is also the Law and Legislation
Chairman of the U.S. Judo Federation,

handling all of the sport’s legal questions nationwide. A purple banner from

the Atlanta Olympics hangs above the
mat room, a memento of Nalls’ work as

e Over 1,000 undergraduate
and graduate courses
Housing rates as low as $100
per six-week session

GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoya

Judo teacher James Takemori retired ‘when my students started kicking my ass.’

the head technical official for the 1996
Atlanta Olympic judo competitions.
While true martial arts are intended for
actual combat, judo bears more similarity
to freestyle or Greco-Roman wrestling.
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Since Takemori began studying judo in
1937, the sport has come a long way
toward more public recognition. Because
the original philosophy of judo was that
players should rely on leverage and the
opponent’s energy to win, competitions
before the 1960s were not separated by
weight.
_ The introduction of weight classes was

encouraged by events at the 1961 World
Championships,
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when

a 6-foot-6, 253-

pound Dutchman beat three consecutive
Japanese judoka to win the championship. Asaresult of that and efforts to make
judo more appealing to the Olympic committee, judo officials divided competitions
into several weight classes. It was introduced as a men’s sport in the 1964 Olympics. The 1992 Olympics marked the first
time women judoka competed atthe Olympic level.
“There’s no danger under controlled
circumstances, in class—if'you go home

and choke your little brother and you're
uninitiated, that’s dangerous,” Nalls says.
“Where injuries happen is at the upper
levels, where people won’t give up until
they break an arm. We’ve never had a
serious injury in the U.S. resulting from
choking — they just naturally wake up
after 10 seconds, and all refs are trained to
deal with it.”
At the beginners level, however, all

the neophyte judoka

suffer

is sore

muscles. “You don’t get hurt in this,”
Georgetown senior Sanjay Sundar says.

“I used to do kickboxing and ... come
home with black eyes and stuff. This
isn’t as bad.”

Inspiring Respect
Takemori has been in charge of judo at
Georgetown for 12 years, but Georgetown has a judo tradition stretching back
to 1959. “Dr. Othmar Winkler started
teaching judo here,” Nalls says, who
started his judo career as an undergraduate at Georgetown. “We used to have a
built-in mat in McDonoughin the old
bowling alley.
“I learned as much from judo as from
scholastic stuff at Georgetown — you
have to pay attention to details, you’ve got
to be diligent. It’s not an easy sport. A lot
of people say ifyoucandojudo you cando
anything. When I came [to Georgetown] |
was a shy, teeny guy and now I’m a trial
attorney,” Nalls says.
Nalls was responsible for inviting
Takemori to coach at Georgetown. Together, with the willing help of advanced
students acting as training dummies for
arm

locks

and

choke

holds,

Takemori and Nalls seem to have succeeded in inspiring the respect of their
beginner class.
“He’sareally good teacher—he’sbeen
doing this basically his wholelife,”
Sundar
says.
Freshman Nick Onoftey agrees. “We
start right at the beginning with the basic
stuff, and you can actually see how some
ofthe stuff we re doing builds into thenext
steps,” he says.
Though the students’ respect is clear
in both their conversation and the ceremonial kneeling bows at the beginning
and end of every class, devotion to practice and the sport seems harder to come
by in the stressful and busy lives of
students.
Takemori says the beginner’s classes
are sometimes as large as 60 people at
the beginning of the semester, but few of
these students stick with the sport past
the beginner’s level. Still, some plan on

returning foradvanced classes when they

finish their beginner’s training,

NOW

F

on points.

throws,

On-line Bulletin

P.O. Box 911,

Though judo includes chokes and arm
locks, competitive judo matchesaretightly
controlled.
;
Olympic men’s matches last a maximum of five minutes, though a perfect
throw, or “ippon,” can end the match. So
can holding opponents on their backs for
30 seconds, locking their arm or choking
them into unconsciousness or submission. Referees also decide many matches
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“It would be a waste to stop at this,”
Onofrey says. “My skills aren’t anywhere
near good.”
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36 points on the season.

He was the

CAA Rookie of the Year and an AllCAA Second Team selection this season.
Tabatznik said he expects the
matchup against VCU to be a tough
one. “They’rea very, very good defensive team and very skilled at ball possession,” he said. “They’re also very
well-organized.”
Though VCU is the home team in
the match, the game will take place at
the neutral Richmond site because the
Rams play their home games on
Astroturf. According to Tabatznik, it
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for NCAA

Tournament

However, VCU is still likely to feel
the home-field advantage asthe Rams’
campus is also in Richmond.
The Hoyas’ first NCAA Tournament appearance came in 1994 when
the team set a school record with 18
victories, winning Georgetown’s only
regular-season Big East soccer title.
However;inthe firstround, the Hoyas
lost a disappointing 4-3 overtime
match to the Maryland Terrapins.
Despite the semifinal loss, the
Hoyas racked up multiple postseason
awards last weekend at the Big East
Tournament. Tabatznik earned his
second Big East Coach of the Year
award; the first came with the Hoyas’s
first NCAA berth in 1994. Junior forward Eric Kvello captured Big East
Offensive Player of the Year honors,

games to be played on artificial turf. = leading the Hoyas with 14 goals and

six assists (34 points).

Senior back Greg Dillard joined
Kvello onthe All-Big East First Team,
while sophomore goalie Tyler Purtill
made

the Second

Team.

In addition,

midfielder Kyle Rakow earned a spot
on the All-Big East Rookie Team.
Georgetown is one of three Big East
teams in the NCAAs. Big East Tournament champion Rutgers will play
host to No. 11 Maryland Sunday while
No. 2 St. John’s plays Brown at
Adelphi University (Garden City,
N.Y.). The Red Storm are the defend-

ing national champions and regularseason conference champions.
If the Hoyas beat VCU on Sunday,
they will face the winner of the Virginia-Howard

game.

The

Hoyas

dropped a heartbreaking 1-0 decision
to the Cavaliers Oct. 8.

Rams Stampede onto Kehoe

s ben 50 Long since ast we fast me

Georgetown Must Rebound From 42-0 Loss to Fordham
FOOTBALL,

From p. 8

average, with a clip of 26.7 yards per return.
The main playmaker for Robert Morris is senior defensive back Brian Dunn. Dunn is tied for sixth in Division IAA with seven interceptions.
To combat the Colonials’ strengths, Benson said although the team has seen game film of Robert Morris in
action, he will not make major changes to the game plan.

Georgetown's first football bowl appearance in 47 years

“We’re

8-2. We

know

we have a good football team,”

Benson said. “We’re not going to change a lot of what we
do. We’re not going to go into this game and all ofa sudden
change what we’ve been doing. We’ve never believed in
adding a lot of new things into the games, but we’ve got

Hoyas vs. Robert Morris

some new wrinkles that we’ll try out a little bit. But we’ve
just got to show up and play sound football.”
However, the Hoyas have to rebound from a 42-0 drub-

bing at the hands of the Patriot League’s Fordham Rams.
The bigger, stronger Rams gained 514 yards on the Hoyas

in last Saturday’s game, while the Hoyas were held to 136
yards.

“We didn’t do very much well,” Benson said. “Thats a bad
day at the office. You’ve got to take a businesslike approach
because some days at the office are, I guess, simply bad. That
was a bad day, but you get up the next morning, try to
understand whyit went bad and then we move on. Now we’re
getting on to Robert Morris.”

Saturday, November 22, 1997
Kehoe Field at 12:00 noon
But it was definitely not just

because

= Thank you to all our writers who ave Helped fill all oftHis white
space: J ohn, Mike, Karen, Andrew, Petra, Janie, Dan B., Dan F,,

Marisol, Alex andBrian. =
=
oo Without art, sports is really boring. Thanks to all of the Shots
staff: Graham, Keren, Geoff, William, Gillian, Blin, Lara and

Tickets are $8 for adults and $4 for students

Tickets are available in advance at the McDonough

mn Patrick, it’s on

you ve done yeoman’ s work. Katie, thanks for making the section

Arena Box Office window today, 1:00-3:30 and
beginning at 10:30 Saturday morning at Kehoe Field.

perfect at the end. Miguel : and Liz. your mothers

To all who have walked this path before me, | hope you're proud.
And to those who will walk it after me, | hope you make me > proud.

team.

— Jeffrey Goldstein
Nov. 21, 1997
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Bowl Season Hits the Hilltop

GU, VCU
Rematch

OB Bill Ward Rebounds

In NCAAs
By GREG REILLY

From Injury to Lead GU

Hoya Starr WRITER

This weekend the Georgetown
men’s soccer team heads down
1-95 and into only the second
NCAA Tournament in school
history. In the first round of play
Sunday, the Hoyas face the Virginia Commonwealth Rams at 2
p.m. at the University of Richmond Soccer Complex.
After being eliminated in the

BY JoHN NAGLE
Hoya Starr WRITER

All of the pieces were in place for the
1996 season. The Hoyas were coming off
a 6-3 season, with the top-ranked de-

fense in Division I-AA and almost everyone back on the offensive side of the

Big East Tournament semifinals

ball. Then-junior quarterback Bill Ward
thought it was going to be the year.
After game one, everything was right
onschedule. Georgetown dominated poor
Fairfield 59-14 and Ward had one of the
best performances of his career, going

by No. 22 Rutgers last Friday,
Georgetown (14-6) received one

ofthe 16 at-large bids to the 32team NCAAs. VCU (15-3-4)
earned an automatic bid as cham-

pions of the Colonial

Athletic

10-for-18 for 235 yards and three touch-

Association.
The Rams upset the

downs. Everything clicked as the Hoya
offense rolled to 568 total yards against
the helpless Stags.
Then in game two it all came to a
screeching halt for Bill Ward. In the first
halfofwhat was eventually a43-6 thrashing of Siena, Ward went down clutching
his right knee. The doctors told him his
season was over. After throwing only 22

No. 6 American Eagles in the
1 1th round of penalty kicks Sunday. This marks the first-ever
NCAA Tournament appearance
for VCU.
The Hoyas and the Rams met

once already this year, with VCU
defeating Georgetown

1-0 Aug.

30 on Harbin Field. Sophomore
midfielder Ricardo Capilla
Ramos scored offa corner kick

in the 86th minute to give the
Rams the victory.
However, according to Head

Coach
Hoyas

Keith,
have

Tabatznik,
come

a long

the
way

since that loss. After dropping a
1-0 loss to Liberty Sept. 1, Georgetown won six straight games
before losing 1-0 to Seton Hall

Sept. 28. Included in this streak
was a 2-1 overtime victory over

then-No. 15 American. All six
ofthe Hoyas’ losses this season
were by one goal.

GraHAM Buck/THE Hoya

Senior quarterback Bill Ward is Georgetown'’s all-time leader in passing yards (4,332) and touchdown passes (43).

GU Plays Host to ECAC-IFC Bowl
By Sean P. FLYNN.

I think there’s an aura of excitement. [ think everyone realizes
it’s fun to be associated with it.

Hoya STAFF WRITER

There won’t be the glitz, the parades and the million-dollar

“But there’s no doubt we want to win the game, and that

halftime shows ofthe Rose Bowl, but for Georgetown, none of
that matters.

comes from working hard and a businesslike approach.”
Georgetown will have its hands full with Robert Morris, a
team making its second consecutive trip to the ECAC-IFC

“We're playing great soccer
right now,” Tabatznik said.

The Hoyas will make their first bowl appearance in 48 years
when the team takes on the Robert Morris Colonials in the
fifth-annual Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference-Intercollegiate Football Conference Bowl on Kehoe Field Saturday at

“We’re simply playing
a lot more

noon.

focused. We need to keep doing

what we’ve been doing in the
past few games [to beat VCU].”
VCU is led by senior goalie
Jim Larkin. A four-year starter,
Larkin was a member of the All-

Georgetown earned its bowl berth after finishing first in the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference with a 7-0 record. The
Hoyas 8-2 record season matches their greatest win total since
1940
— the year they went to the Orange Bowl. With a victory
Saturday, the Hoyas can match their highest win total since
1925, when they went 9-1.

First Team, in addition to earning CAA Tournament Most

The ECAC-IFC Bowl, a game played between the best nonscholarship Division I-AA football teams on the East Coast,
will be the Hoyas first bowl appearance since 1950. That year

Valuable Player. He posted six

Georgetown faced Texas Western (now Texas-El Paso) at the

Colonial

Athletic

Association

saves in the Rams’ first matchup

See MEN’S SOCCER,

Women’s

November 21, 1997
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Sun Bowl in El Paso, Texas. The Hoyas lost the game 33-20.
Going into the ECAC-IFC Bowl, the Hoyas’ attitude has
been “business as usual,” Head Coach Bob Benson said. “But

83, GU 62

Colonials March on Hoyas
Crosstown Rival Dominates Georgetown

Bowl. Last season, the Colonials edged their crosstown rivals,

the Duquesne Dukes, 28-26 in the Bowl game.
This season the Colonials went 7-3, including a 4-0 record
in the Northeast Conference to give them their second-straight
conference crown.

“I think offensively, they present the best skill kids we’ve
seen,” Benson said. “Their running backs and receivers are
outstanding.”
The Colonials have had two productive running backs,
much like the Hoyas. Sophomore Archie Wannamaker leads
the team in rushing with 787 yards and six touchdowns. Senior
Ralph Clark (645 yards) is averaging 6.5 yards per carry and
has run for five touchdowns and caught two more.
“[The Colonials] present special teams that are outstanding,” Benson said. “They’re very, very efficient at what they
do.” Robert Morris leads Division I-AA in kickoff-return
See FOOTBALL, ». 7

passes, he would have to wait until next

year.
“It was a huge setback,” Ward said. “I
felt coming into last year that we were
about to make a statement as a program,
and the injury really flattened me. It was
a big disappointment.”
From that point on, the Hoyas used a
combination of senior Bill Ring and freshman J.J. Mont to good effect, winning
five of their final eight games to finish
the season at 7-3. But it took outstanding
performances from the defense, the run-

ning backs andthe offensive lineto make
up for the loss of Ward.
“Itis very difficultto lose your starting
quarterback, especially when it is someone of his caliber,” Hoya Head Coach
Bob Benson said. “You don’t know until
you go through it. Bill Ring and J.J.
Mont did very well for us, but we were
counting on [Ward]. It took a lot for us to

do what we did without him.”
While his teammates piled up. wins
without him, Ward underwent arduous
physical therapy to get his knee back into

shape, working long hours in the training room all summer.
“You fight through a lot of different
things with an injury like that,” Ward
said. “You spend a lot of time on your
own. First you are a little depressed with

the seriousness of the injury, then you are
nervous about ever being able to get back
into the form you were in before.”
By the end of the summer, however,

Ward was given a clean bill of health and
cleared to play this season. He still wears
a brace on his knee for protection, but it
has not slowed him down a bit.
Ward has completed 142 of 268 passes
for 1,848 yards this season while throwing 18 touchdowns to only 11 interceptions. He has started every game to lead
the Hoyas to an 8-2 record and a first-

ever Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
championship. Georgetown
will make
its first postseason appearance since 1950
Saturday vs. Robert Morris in the East-

ern Collegiate Athletic Conference-Intercollegiate Football Conference Bowl
at noon on Kehoe Field.
In the process, he has established new
school records in virtually every passing

category. Heisnow the school’s all-time
career leader in passing yardage with
4,322, touchdown passes with 43 and
total offense with 3,991 yards. He needs
only three completions to be the all-time
leader in that category as well.

On the season, he has established new
school records for completions with 142,

passing yardage with 1,838 and he is tied
fortherecord for most touchdown passes

with 18.
“This year has meant everything to
me,” Ward said. “It had been such along
time, last year was such a disappointment. Now this is the culmination ofa lot
of hard work.”
One player who has benefited from
-Ward’s

return

is senior wide

receiver

and co-captain Rob Rosenthal. Rosenthal
has been

Ward’s

favorite

receiver all

year, hauling in a team-high 37 catches
for 627 yards and five touchdowns.
“[Ward] makes a tremendous difference for us,” Rosenthal said. “He makes

things so much easier. Instead of an
ordinary catch, he will put the ball right
there, giving me a chance to make a big
play.”

Standing in at 6-foot-3, 215 pounds,
Ward has the size and strength to drop
back, see over the oncoming defense and
throw the ball deep. He demonstrated
See WARD,

Everybody Is Judo Fighting
By ANDREW CURRY

By MicHaeL MEebici
Hoya Starr WRITER

Coming offa big 80-52 win in their first
game against St. Francis Saturday, the
Hoyas got a wake-up call Tuesday night
against a much tougher George Washing.

ton team.

Other than trailing 2-0 in the game’s
first minute, the No. 23 Colonials dominated every aspect of the game for the full
40 minutes in their 83-62 win.
Georgetown had trouble handling the
bigger and stronger George Washington
squad down low. Nor could the Hoyas

contend with the Colonial guards as well
as they had hoped.
Senior Noelia Gomez from Madrid,
Spain, wasthe Colonials’ force down low.
Gomez, amember of the Spanish National
Team, continually got easy post position
on the block and took advantage, scoring
17 points and grabbing eight rebounds.
“It was very easy to pass in and out
tonight,” Gomez said, “Andifthey doubled

teamed us, we would pass the ball out.”
Georgetown Head Coach Patrick Knapp
saw the same problems. “We let their post
players catch the ball on the simplest of
cuts and moves to the basket,” he said.
Once given that good position, the
Colonials’ dominated the boards also,
outrebounding the Hoyas 53-32.
With the inside opened up, the
Colonials’ guards were able to take advantage— scoring from beyond the arc or
driving to the hole. Gomez’s teammate
from the Spanish National Team, sophomore Elisa Aguilar, ran the point very well
for the Colonials in the first game of her
collegiate career. Aguilar scored a game
high 19 points on 7-for-14 shooting, including 3-for-6 from three-point land.
“Elisahasa chancetobe a great player,”
George Washington Head Coach Joe
McKeownsaid. “She’sa great floor leader,
very competitive.”
;
|
|
|
||
|
|
|

Gomez wasa difficult matchup for Hoya
senior point guard Kacy Williams. Against
the Colonials,

Williams

still had some

pain in her right ankle from an injury she
suffered in the Hoyas’ season opener.
“We don’t make excuses,” Knapp said.
“When someone like that is hurt, other
players have to show up and play.”
The Colonials forced 13 first-half Hoya
turnovers, using an aggressive halfcourt
trapping defense. Once the Hoyas did set’
up their offense, a Colonial defender was

right in their face contesting every shot.
George Washington’s defense also led to
seven first-half steals and 12 in the game.
“Our wings are so big, and they did a
great job of funneling their guards into our
traps,” McKeown said. “Wereally wanted
to play a half-court game.”
Leading the Hoyas was junior forward
Sylita Thomas with 14 points and six
rebounds. Senior guard Kim Gallonadded
12 points, but was not her usual self from

the outside, going 0-for-4 from beyond the
arc and 3-for-8 overall. The Hoyas shot
only 32 percent (19 for 60) from the floor.
Down

41-25

after the first half, the

Hoyas came out flying in the first minutes
of the second half, creating some turn-

overs of their own off traps. However, that
intensity did not last.
After cutting the Colonials’ lead to 4635 at 16:34, the Hoyas faltered over the
next couple of minutes. With just over 12
minutes left in the game, Georgetown fell
behind 58-38 and George Washington
never looked back.
Giving signs of the team that went to
the NCAA Elite Eight last year, the
Colonials actually played better in the
second half, shooting a fiery 52 percent
from the floor as a team.
Georgetown travels to Princeton, N.J.,
Sunday to battle Princeton, before return-

inghometo face George Mason Nov. 25 at
McDonough Arena.

Hoya Starr WRITER

James Takemori does not look like the kind of guy
who could choke you into unconsciousness in seven
seconds

flat. Though

this World

War

II veteran,

grandfather and ex-beer distributor looks at least a
decade younger than his 71 years, he barely clears
five foot. His broad smile, deeply lined face and the
lock of white hair at his forehead hardly convey a
sense of danger. But that all changes when he steps
into the mat room.

Takemori is a seventh dan judo black belt with 60
years of judo experience. Three nights a week he serves
asthe head coach ofthe Washington Judo Club, located
inthe aerobicsroom a few steps from the front entrance
of the Yates Field House. For 12 years, he has been

teaching Georgetown students judo in his beginning
and advanced classes. His expertise and reputation
have attracted a set of champion judo players from the
area to Georgetown.
“What are you, drunk?” Takemori says. His beginner class, almostall Georgetown undergraduates brand

new to martial arts of any kind, practice leg sweeps. The
class’ high kicks and follow-through sweeps, intended
to hook an opponent’s leg and bring them down, end up
throwing
many of them comically off-balance. Takemori
is doing his best to help them out.
;
~ “You’reall spastics!” Takemori says. “How did you
end up with two left feet?”
In a well-worn judo gi tied with a red and white
striped belt, Takemori strides purposefully from confused knot of beginners to confused knot of beginners,
laughing as he shakes his finger at the clumsier students. “What did I tell you?” he says. “You don’t
understand English, right? I told you to step that way!”
“He’s calm, cool and collected but very honest,

straight up— he told you like itis,” says Grace Jividen,
one of Takemori’s long-time students. Jividen, a Justice Department employee living in Denver, Colo., was
a member of the 1992 U.S. Olympic Judo team in
Barcelona and an alternate in 1996.
Intown on business, she borrowed a gi from Takemori
and came to practice. “He’s a damn good coach,”
* Jividen says. “An honest coach.”
Takemori is up front about his assessments of students’ abilities. “Too many people gettobe 18 and have

GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoya

World War Il veteran James Takemori is in his 12th year of teaching martial arts at Georgetown.
never playeda sport,” he says. “They have no coordination because their parents were too busy chasing the
almighty dollar to teach them sports.”
His sometimes harsh words are belied by the broad
smile and obvious concern he has for the beginner
class. “My assistant doesn’t let me fool with the
beginner class. Theadvanced class has so many knocks
upside the head they better not ever shave them,”
Takemori threatens, shaking his finger and grinning at
the black belts warming up at the other end of the room.

An Early Start
Takemori’s career as a judo player and coach are a
result as much of perseverance and love for the sport as
of raw skill or talent. He has been studying judo since

before World War II. Born in 1926 in Fresno, Calif,

Takemori started martial arts early, with sumo wrestling at age seven.
“I liked contact sports, and I liked wrestling,” he
explains. Aftermoving out of Fresno briefly, Takemori
moved back and began studying judo at age 11.
When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor several
years later, Japanese-American citizens living on the
West Coast were sent to internment camps. Takemori’s
family was sent to a camp in Gila, Ariz.
“We studied judo every day in the camp,” Takemori
says. “I was drafted two days before I graduated from
high school. My sister picked up my diploma later.”
Takemori was assignedtoa special Japanese-American battalion, the 442nd Infantry. “I was one of the
See JUDO, ». 6
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The Folger
Shakespeare
Library stages
‘Romeo and
Juliet.’ How does
this current interpretation com-

a Clint Eastwood’s
s latest directorial
= effort, ‘Midnight in

pare with those

= Check out Jonah
. Nolan’s review.
-See page 5G
=

= the Garden of
= Good and Evil,’

= makes its way to
= theaters today.

past?
-See page 2G

* the stage. Along with tour guitarist Steven

By Brian WELCH

Birchandanextra percussionist, Everclear

Hoya Starr WRITER
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You’ll never forget an
Everclear show. Two years ago
at an

Everclear concert

back

home, my friend George stopped the show.

whipped the crowd into a frenzy the moment it stepped onstage. “This was definitely one ofthe best shows we ve played,”
Eklund said.
Opening with the title cut to its new

Crowdsurfing during the encore, he was

album, “So Much For the Afterglow,” the

dropped near the front of the stage and
accidentally kicked a security guard in the

band ripped through more than 20 songs
from its three albums, pummeling the

head, knocking him out. Art Alexakis
—

crowd with waves of thundering basslines,

the lead singer and guitarist for the band
— stopped the show so the guard could
receive medical attention, and the owners

pounding drums, angry guitars, powerful
vocals and dizzying, disorienting
strobelights. Yet through it all, even at
paralyzing decibel levels, the raw harmony of Everclear’s music remained intact. Alexakis’ brutally honest voice con-

of the club kicked everyone out.
Last Sunday, after Everclear’s show at

the 9:30 Club, I had the chance to apologizeto Everclear on George’s behalf. Greg
Eklund,
the band’s drummer, remembered

the show and said, “That was your friend?
Tell him not to worry, that kind of stuff

happens. Did Art tell you that made him
famousamongthose security guards? They
love us now.”
“That kind of stuff” seems to happen a
lot at Everclear shows. The Washington

Postreported Sunday thatat last Thursday’s
show in Boston, a woman was hospital-

ized forinjuries sustained when Max Lane,
an offensive lineman for the New England
Patriots, jumped off the stage into the
crowd. Lane— along with Patriots’ quarterback Drew Bledsoe and backup quarterback Scott Zolak — had been invited
onstage by the band during the perfor-

trolled the night, tearing into the furious

“Amphetamine” and probing the insecure
“Twistinside.”
Everclear’s songs are packed with lyrics full of pain, remorse and resentment
toward a world full of drugs, abandoned

children and tattered relationships, yet
there is also a feeling of hope and redemption underscoring the music. Alexakis
draws heavily on his life experiences, including his father’s departure while
Alexakis was still a child and his brother’s
fatal drug overdose. His past allows him to
produce such songs as “Electra Made Me
and “Why I Don’t Believe in God.” His
emotional involvement in those songs is
easily seen when he performs them.

land, Ore., Eklund said after the show,

financial restitution against the three players. At last Sunday’s show, especially
duringthe
band’s performance of pit-swirling “Heroin Girl,” many patrons were
pulled from the crowd clutching theirhead,
arms or ribs, though there were no reports
of any serious injuries.
It is easy to see why wild and memorable things happen when Alexakis,
Eklund and bassist Craig Montoya take

ing its audiences. Back when they were
still relatively unknown, they took time to
play at a daycare center, where they
changed the lyrics of “You Make Me Feel
Like a Whore” to “You Make Me Feel
Like I’m Four.” On Sunday, in addition to
playing the intoxicating show everyone
expected, Everclear also had a few surprises for the crowd. First, the band unex-

pectedly left the stage early in the set, only

Mellencamp Memories
By ELizaBeTH C. Raposo

wn
sitting through SATs and college applications. But high school did
center around one good thing: coolness.
If you were cool, everything was O.K.
The person who embodied this coolfor me —

was my best friend

Margaret. She had a cool walk, a cool
voice and a cool way of smoking.
The second person who embodies cool-

“I’m from around this area, so playing
hereisalways
likea homecoming for me.”
Here’s hoping that Eklund will have many
more homecomings and Washington will
see much more of Everclear in the future.
If you are an Everclear fan who is
rightly ashamed that you missed
this show,
you will have an opportunity to atone for
your sin and see the band at the upcoming
WHFS

[rm

‘Kiss or Kill’ Is Alive and Kicking

is the force known as John Mellencamp.
Mellencamp Memory No. 4: A road
trip. As the sun sets you realize you've
just made your eighth Mobil stop and

because nothing good was on MTV —

“Jack and Diane.” You love the brown
leather jacket John is wearing as he sings.
Then comes the coolest part of the song.

$ commands attention with

and men”

you figured, he would know because he

you really can’t handle your brothers’

arguing over which X-Man kicks the
most ass. You hit the dial on the radio.

Fromtheverybeginning
b ofthe movie, “‘Kissor Kill”

the unexpected and horrifying death
of an unknown woman. Leaving the
first scene unexplained, the movie
continues on to weave the next mystery in a tangled web.

really doesn’t come true.

a Mellencamp

home from class. VH1 is playing—VHI1

_

as long as you can, changes come around

real soon make us women

Nikki thinks nothing of it, until she lets
Al in and he notices that the man is dead.
The couple flees the hotel quickly, tak-

By COURTNEY SCHLAPO
Hoya Starr WRITER

got to miss field hockey practices you
punch at the screen in synch with John.
Yousmileanddriftinto Jack and Diane’s
world, hoping that the line “hold onto 16

memory and with “The Best That 1 Could
Do,” the greatest hits compilation of songs
released from 1978 to 1988, you will be
able to re-live those Mellencamp moments in your life.
Mellencamp Memory No. 1: “I Need
A Lover” comesblasting out of the speakers. As the chorus comes around for the
last time, the music stops and only the
drums kick in. You find the closest surface on which you pound your hands and
scream “I Need a Lover who won’t drive
me crazy, [ need a lover who won’t drive
me crazy, some girl who'll know the
meanin’ of, hey hit the highway ... “
Mellencamp Memory No.2: Youcome

Keren MoscovitcH/
THE Hova

Art Alexakis, lead singer for Everclear, invigorates the crowd with his fast-paced lyrics during a recent show at the 9:30 Club.

CDs on your stereo. Alone. Sorry.

and Ritz crackers, thanking the lord you

songs.

has

After that,

AN

kicks in, Mellencamp punches the screen.

tion of Cougar) Mellencamp. Margaret
and | would go for drives, belting out his

ness for me is John (once with the addi-

Holiday Nutcracker.

you’ll have to be content listening to their

The guitar is hard and before the verse

Mellencamp Memory No. 3: You
started noticing lyrics in the songs you
listened to when “Small Town” comes
on the radio and John sings “probably
die in a small town,” you flip your head
back and ask “How could he know?” But

Everyone

Though the band was formed in Port-

While you sit there with your Diet Sprite

High school was awful. The
pride-swallowing experience of

ness —

and givenaudiencereaction, MTV should

give serious thought to an “Everlear: Unplugged” concert. The second surprise
was the last song of the night, anawesome
cover of AC/DC’s classic “Sin City,”
which let Alexakis tear his guitar apart
while Montoya took control of the vocals.
The show also had two terrific opening
bands. Normally any opening band is
simply something to laugh at before the
headliner comes on. Not so with Letters to
Cleo and Our Lady Peace, who left the
crowd cheering for more after their performances. Letters to Cleo is a band out of
Boston with a sound very similar to that of
seminal grunge band Hammerbox. The
band gained popularity with its hit from a
few yecarsago, “Here and Now.” Our Lady
Peace — a Canadian band with a commanding, aggressive sound and stirring
lyrics — plays in the District often. Our
Lady Peace played songs from both of its
albums, including the hits “Starseed,”
- “Clumsy” and “Superman’s Dead.”

Everclear has always enjoyed surpris-

Hoya Starr WRITER

to return to perform a four-song acoustic
set, which included the songs “Strawberry,” “Heartspark Dollarsign” and “My
Sexual Life.” Alexakis told the crowd,
“I’m old and I need to take a break every
now and then.”
Theacoustic versions ofthe songs made
me wish | was bootlegging the concert,

Blind,” “Heroin Girl,” “Father of Mine”

mance. The woman is reportedly seeking

mw

Nikki (Frances O'Connor) and Al

\

ing the man’s briefcase. When they get
home and open the briefcase, they discover among its contents a ruinous tape of
a local celebrity, Zipper Doyle (Barry

movie is created, in large part, by the
cinematography. Editing ina unique style.
filmmaker Bill Bennet creates a sense of

urgency by cutting out several frames of
actionevery couple of seconds, asifthings

(Chris Haywood and Andrew S. Gilbert).

are-happening too fast for viewers to have
time to see everything. The effect created
is that scenes appear to be happening in
fast forward.
Another effect created by the unique
cinematographyisa
sense ofanonymity of

The plot becomes even more intense as

the characters. Only O’Connor’s face is

Langrish).

The two are forced to leave town, followed by Doyle and a pair of detectives

(Matt Day), an attractive pair of lov-

each person with whom

the lovers stay

regularly shown. The rest of the charac-

ers and drifters, earn their living rob-

mysteriously dies. Nikki and Al begin to
suspect each other of the murders, and
their trust of each other—and even themselves — is called into question.
The gripping and fast-paced story plays
out quickly, but the sheer intensity of the

ters, including Day, who gets as much onscrene time as O’Connor, are rarely seen

bing, seducing, and sedating wealthy
businessmen whom Nikki picks up
in bars. Then, while trying to rape
Nikki in a hotel room, one of their
“clients” passes out.

head-on, and their faces are rarely seen
clearly.

Itisno surprise that O’Connor received
Best Actress Award at the Montreal Film

Festival for her performance in “Kiss
or Kill.” O’Connor displays the full
range of emotions from love to anger
to sheer insanity without a shred of
implausibility.
Her counterpart, the attractive Matt
Day, gives an equally believable per-

formance, though his part doesnot call
forthe range of emotions necessary for
_O’Connor.
The comic relief provided by the
detective pair is a sometimes welcome
respite from the high anxiety that encompasses much of the movie.
“Kiss or Kill” is an intense and
compelling movie that is incredibly
entertaining, and a great choice for a
nightout. You won’t want tokiss your
way y through g this one!
J

“Cherry Bomb” comes on. With its beau-

Following Suit, ‘Rainmaker’ Offers Courtroom Thrills

tiful intro and easy melody, the only
thing you feel come over your body is

Latest in Line of John Grisham Novel Adaptations Proves Up to Par with Predecesors

peace. But it’s not a regular kind of
peace. It hits you and moves throughout
your body. You smile and look at the

SPECIAL TO THE HOvA

By Ron SALERNO
Another John Grisham
Bb bestseller makes its way onto
j the big screen, this time under
thedirection of five-time Acad-

scenery. Life is alright.
Along with “Pink Houses,” “Check it
Out” and many others, “The Best That |

Could Do” gives you the perfect opportunity to reminisce. So kick back, call
someone you beat up in high school and

grab your dad’s JD because, hey, you’ve
got dreams to remember.

emy

Award

winner

Francis

Ford

Coppola. “The Rainmaker” offers more
of Grisham’s trademark courtroom drama
and although nothing truly new is offered in this adaptation, it will most
likely prove to be a success for everyone

will want to see the young underdog

doing whatever he can to help his partner

level where viewers wonder what will

attorney succeed —

win the case.

happen next in both stories.
:
The movie can get sadly emotional at

viewers will hope

that justice is brought out. These emotional devices employed by Coppolaserve
to connect the audience with the characters and maintain the viewers’ interest.
Damon does a good job portraying the
new attorney in town and as he gets more
involved withthe case, so does
the viewer.

DeVito helps the cause by bringing his
typically amusing persona to the screen,

The movie is intertwined between
a side story that
woman (Claire

times and at other times it has the capabil-

Danes) who is repeatedly battered by

and his previous books that have been
made into movies, then go check out “The

the “big”
involves

case and
a young

her abusive husband and who incidentally becomes young Rudy’s love interest. Unusual events evolve within

this story as well, helping to keep the
audience’s interest in the movie at a

itytoelicitsmiles. If you like John Grisham

Rainmaker.” [f you were not too crazy for
any of his past efforts, then you might want
to spend your seven bucks on something a
little more engaging.

7%

involved.

The film follows Rudy Baylor (Matt
Damon), a recent law school graduate
trying to make a start for himself in the
tangled legal world of Memphis, Tenn.
His first job lands him in the hands of
Bruiser Stone (Mickey

Rourke), an at-

torney who has the FBI looking over him
for some illegal activities and who prefers to get clients by good old ambulance
chasing. Wanting more than to hound
injured people in a hospital for a lawyer,
Rudy decides to work on a case he believes to be more important. The case is
one that puts him up against a huge
insurance company that has been continuing to deny coverage
toa client dying
of leukemia.
As he delves more into the case, Rudy
discovers some rather disturbing things
about the insurance company and the
way in which it operates. To complicate
matters even more, a sleazy but shrewd
defense attorney (John Voight), is the

courtroom adversary that Rudy must face.
With the aid of Deck Shiflet (Danny
DeVito), a self-described paralawyer, the
young attorney digs deeper and deeper
into a case that seems to have him as far
from the winning end as possible.
The movieis well directed by Coppola,
who mixes humorous moments into a
story mainly overshadowed by dramatic
and emotional aspects. As with other
Grisham books made into movies, there
COURTESY OF MERCURY RECORDS

‘The Best That | Could Do’ covers John Mellencamp's
hits from 1978-1988.

are the usual slow-moving
throughout the movie. The

moments
audience

COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Matt Damon shares a laugh with Teresa Wright after passing the bar exam in Francis Ford Coppola's ‘The Rainmaker.’
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Revamped ‘Romeo’ Bastardizes
Classic Shakespearean Script
Banno is either greatly uninformed
about the mores and norms of upper
- middle class East Coast Catholic culBaz Luhrmann’s “Wilture or he just doesn’t care. Either
liam
Shakespeare’s
way, he has nothing to say about this

By MicaH SAcHs
Hoya Starr WRITER

>
Te

Romeo and Juliet” is our

culture, stressing elements of Catho-

generation’s vision of Romeo and Juliet,
for better or worse. Everyone knows that
last year’s film version was a butchering
of the original script, but we can’t avoid
thinking of it when reading “Romeo and
Juliet,” much the same way we can’t
read “Heart of Darkness” without think-

lic conservatism at some points, ignoring the “context” completely at others. This is the same sort of pseudopost-modern-anything-goes approach
to “interpretation” we had to put up

ing of “Apocalypse

Now.”

We

with in Luhrmann’s version.

know

that the sight of Brando oozing into
oblivion has only a tangential relation to
Conrad’s “Heart of Darkness” but Brando
is our Mistah Kurtz, whether we like it or

not. Film images imprint deeply. We
can’t help it.
Apparently this is a trait of not only
Generation Seinfeld, but also ofa slightly
older group of movers and shakers including Joe Banno, director of the Folger
Shakespeare Theatre’s most recent version of “Romeo and Juliet.” No one in
his production is as lithe as Leonardo
DiCaprio or as pristinefas Claire Danes,
but Luhrmann’s vision informs this production greatly.
Banno clearly worries about the influence of that other version, revealing
in his press release what distinguishes
Banno from Baz: “With this play am

romantic character. Here, Romeo is a

dork. The potential of this naturally
uncharismatic actor is underdeveloped,

though. His nerdiness could have been
used as a starting point for reworking
the play’s romance as an adolescent,
ultimately misguided crush. Instead,
this interpretation takes the easy route,
treating Romeo’s dedication and
Juliet’s obsession as gravely serious
matters.
Juliet also gets a little bit of a
makeover. Instead of a young beauty

looking to avoid the most obvious
forms of hatred in present day America,

gang-warfare and racial division.”
No, Banno sets the play in suburbia,
among upper-middle class Catholic
school students and their golf-play-

ing, cocktail-drinking families. You
know

—

the kind of kids who

wave

like Claire

guns around casually. And have those
dimples. And listen to techno and only
techno. And wear purple silk shirts
Banno

Danes

or Olivia

Hussey,

we get Holly Twyford, who is a bit
homely.
She
is
gangly
and
misproportioned and the question of
whether she has a chin is still up in the
air. Her face is barely expressive. She
resorts to squints and beating her chest
when she hears of Tybalt’s death and

stylized sideburns that angle dangerously close towards young men’s

with overalls.
In his version,

But that

one came out better, partly because
Luhrmann had the advantages of editing and prettier faces.
Nothing here is inspired. The set is
constructed as a giant stone mausoleum. To the right,
the two-story walls
are lined with the inscription
“Montague.” To the left, “Capulet.”
As if we didn’t know the dark consequences of their division.
Stripped of either context or subtlety
from the start, the only potential value
in the play lays with the actors. John
Worley is competent as Romeo. His
nasal voice and awkward gait put an
interesting spin on this traditionally

purports to

situate his play among peaceful suburbanites, but his vision is incoherent.
Nothing seems wrong at first. All the
young men wear matching blue blazers, khaki pants and really ugly ties.
The girls wear plaid dresses, freshly
ironed blouses and long white stock-

Romeo’s banishment, but all her hys-

terics are unconvincing. In this’ version, Juliet’s cluelessnessis not
a careful acting decision; it is an unfortunate

relic of the actor’s incompetence.
As in the film from which this production

takes

its “inspiration,”

the

strongest performances come from the
supporting actors. The strongest and
by far the most comprehensible performance comes from Michael Tolaydo
as Lord Capulet. Speaking in an accent that was part Italian, part South

ings. But then, we see these kids at a
techno dance club. Then at a cookout,

where they wave guns around and nobody seems surprised. This isn’t suburbia. This definitely isn’t Catholic
school. This is not America.

Join

Us

African,

part

Irish,

and

all

power,

Tolaydo actually voices the lines properly. Shudder to think that a
Shakespearean actor should actually
pay great attention to the voice.
No other actor or actress comes close
to the potent clarity of Tolaydo’s portrayal, although Cam Magee definitely
energizes the typically physically inactive role of the Nurse. The only other
notable is Paul Takacs as Mercutio.
Takacs speaks his lines as if he understood them, which is enough to deserve

gratitude in this production, but his interpretation was troubling.
As Mercutio, Takacs doesn’t meet a
line he can’t ironize or satirize. By
treating nearly all of Shakespeare’s
lines as satirical gestures, Takacs does
a profound disservice to Shakespeare.
I suspect that Takacs felt that his satirical Jim Carey-esque style is the
only way to deliver convincingly such
rawly emotional lines in the "90s, but
if that’s the only way, then we might
as well just forget Shakespeare.
There is no subtext, there is nothing
unsaid in Shakespeare. Unlike modern theater, in Shakespeare everything
felt by the actor is said by the actor. All
the meaning in Shakespeare is transportable through the language, and to
treat this language satirically is basically to treat the lines as lies. If we act
like Shakespeare’s lines are all lies,

we pave the path to his irrelevancy.
So what are we left with? Some cute
touches, like the playing of racquetball against the invisible fourth wall.
And an overall sense that Banno mistrusts his audience to the point that
they
wouldn’t
understand
a
Shakespearean play unless it were
grounded in a movie. This is even
more troubling than Takacs’ ironized
portrait of Mercutio.
This suspicion of the audience sends
the message, like Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s bloated spectacles and
Disney’s Broadway recreation of their
animated musicals, that theater is only
relevant now in its ability to mimic
other mediums. Why do we need theater if it is only useful as a pale imitation of much more exciting filmed templates? I can think of all sorts of good
reasons, including the primacy of language, the importance of character,
the exploitation of chronology, that
justify theater’s existence, but in this
production of “Romeo and Juliet,”
Banno can’t think ofa single one.

COURTESY OF FOLGER SHAKESPEARE LIBRARY

John Worley. and Holly Twyford star in Baz Luhrmann's adaptation of Shakespeare's ‘Romeo and Juliet.’

Sister Resurrects Itself with ‘Metropolis’

Gun sat down and recorded new songs
for a forthcoming album. The tracks
were recorded and mixed and Sister

ing most of their bands when any single
band is getting the attention.
Shortly after being asked to return
to the studio, the label once again
decided to pull them out of the studio
and back on tour, this time with Type
O Negative followed by a long headlining tour.
When Sister Machine
Gun came through the DC area at the
end of last year, there was a real question as to whether or not a new record
would be released. Frustration on both
sides increased and lawyers were

Machine Gun prepared to go back out
on tour. To their surprise, their record

broughtin
to fight over contract rights.
Suddenly the word was that Sister

label TVT — in rumored dissatisfaction with the new album — sent them
back into the studio to write more

Machine Gun might be dropped from
the label altogether. Around that time

After a long struggle with
TVT records, Sister Machine
Gun has re-emerged with their
new album “Metropolis,” a sucess both

musically and bureaucratically.
With three albums under their belts
and nearly two years of non-stop touring, the members

at

material.
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tional ideas of “industrial music.”
Frontman Chris Randall’s smooth
swing-jazz vocals connect all the music together. In particular, the third
track “Temptation” promises to attract radio attention. The second track
“Desperation” has already received a
lot of attention on college radio.
Whatever worries TVT may have
had, they were clearly unjustified. Sister Machine Gun’s new album shows
definite progress when compared to
their previous albums. The band is far
from finished and fans can expect many
more years of touring and albums.

it was also rumored that Trent Reznor,

having had to fight his way out of TVT
early in his career, would have picked
up Sister Machine Gun on his own
label, Nothing records.
In a final act of frustration, Sister

Machine Gun took to the internet, emailing all the fans on their mailing
list the e-mail addresses for top level
executives at TVT. Overnight, the fans

bombarded TVT with tens of thousands of email messages requesting the
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“Metropolis,”

tions of styles displaying the band’s
amusement at warping the conven-

STORES

337-6668

instanta-

shows great development on the band’s
part. Continuing in the style began on
the last album “Burn,” Sister Machine
Gun blends industrial influences with
jazzy horns and cool bluesy lyrics.
Each song features different combina-

RECORD

Specials

was

neous: TVT came back to the dealing
table and the new album was finally
released. It remains to be seen if the
label will give the album the necessary
promotion and support.

ERIDAY

Appetizers

Streeil,

:

new

p.m.

Beer

361th

of Sister Machine

It was hinted that they were concerned that the album lacked the hit
single tracks for which the label was
looking. All of this’ was happening
around the peak success of TVT recording group Gravity Kills. With a
few smash singles, Gravity Kills was
getting a lot of attention on airwaves
across the United States and abroad.
This did not bode well for Sister Ma-

for

TH

chine Gun, as TVT is known for ignor-

BY CHARLIE PRINCE
Hoya Starr WRITER
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Studio’s Latest Is
Wickedly Masterful
consists of only these two actors, but

BY CHRis HALE

Remarkably, the play consists of a
simple plot. A young, arrogant piano
prodigy from America named Stephen

their amazing chemistry undoubtedly
makes up for a lack of a supporting
cast. The characters never allow the
two-hour play to drag, and their seemingly ceaseless energy proves to be an
essential enhancement to the perfor- mance. :.
The music is another integral aspect of
the drama. The feeling of the play is
brilliantly enriched by the distinct intertwining of Schumann’s compositions.
Clearly, the German composer’s
“Dichterlibe” song cycle adds clarity and
passion throughout the progression of
the story line.
The fact that “Old Wicked Songs”
revolves around a single musical theme
is relatively unique in the world of the-

Hoffman (Mark Boyett) travelsto Vienna

ater, and the way the music works itself

Hova STAFF WRITER

Memories of the Holocaust do not seem to
have much in common
with the music of Robert Schumann.
However, a recently written play effectively brings these two elements
together in a unique style. Jon Marans’
“Old Wicked Songs” masterfully intertwines the horrid sentiments of the
3

Holocaust with passionate music, cre-

ating a profoundly impassioned work
of art seems destined to enthrall
theatergoers of all types.

to study under an aging, fraying music
professor, Josef Mashkan (Peter
Goldfarb). As the storyline unfolds, however, it reveals the complexity of their
emotions as they discover a shared bond
pertaining to the Holocaust memories
haunting Vienna’s past.
Stephen is a dynamic character who
seems eager to explore his own emotions. His personality undergoes a major
transition throughout the play, and he
transforms from a tense piano burnout to

a truly passionate musician. The highly
complex character of Josef is equally
compelling. His character is incredibly
adept at deriving empathy, and he is able
to elicit joy at certain points and sorrow
at others.
The plot also possesses its fair share of
twists and turns, and it even contains a

COURTESY OF STUDIO THEATRE

Professor Josef Mashkan (Peter Goldfarb, right) coaches his piano. prodigy Stephen Hoffman (Mark Boyett) in Studio Theatre's ‘Old Wicked Songs.’
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more incommon thanthey ever dreamed,

with the music, truly comprehending
its meaning.

and the well-written play does a superb
job at developing the turn of events. The
energetic storyline also acts as a potent
stimulant for the evolution of the involving characters.
Certainly, the acting is by far the most
remarkable aspect of the play. The cast

Take your local 70s clas-

results are hysterical.
Novelty albums (this is the Moog
Cookbook’s second) generally tend to
wear their welcome thin quickly and
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Bronze Partners

have

a tendency

to attract a certain

crowd. Take They Might Be Giants
fans, for example. You’ll find that
they are mostly composed of seventh
. to tenth graders who are probably in
their local high school’s gifted and
talented program, play lots of Dungeons & Dragons and own all five
books in the “Hitchiker’s Guide To
The Galaxy Trilogy.” This portrait
pretty much depicts me and my friends
during those years.
Having gotten past the “awkward
years” of high school and having long
since

trashed

my

TMBG

records,

I

would like to think myself above enjoying music that is purely a gag. Still,
moments

¢

:

into the Moog Cookbook’s cover of
“Sweet

Home

Alabama,”

one

can’t

help but laugh hysterically. Sure, ev-
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disco version? Or would a listen to “Hotel
California”
as played by a band at the
circus might be more up your alley?
The Moog Cookbook succeeds by
its sheer sincerity. Obviously, the band
knows it’s a joke, but it seems that
somewhere along the way, the members started taking it really seriously
and even bothered to give these versions all kind of textures. Many songs
even have verses played in completely
different genres from one verse to another, such as switching from electric
country ballad to industrial sludge (although in a Devo kind of way).
There are a few misses here and
there. “Born To Be Wild” is extremely
boring, as is “Cat Scratch Fever,” but
these low points are easily excused by
Moog versions of Led Zepplin’s
“Whole Lotta Love” and Kiss’ “I
Wanna Rock and Roll All Night.”
Keyboards have never tried to rock so
hard, knowing they would fail so miserably.
And in the end it is this insanity that
makes the album worthwhile. These guys
know they’re ridiculous and that what
they’re doing will never make it as real
music, but unlike They Might Be Giants, who go to great lengths to make
sure you're in on the joke, the Moog
Cookbook pours every ounce of heart
and soul into these musical monstrosities. Here’s hoping they never use their
powers for good instead of evil.

Huge Success for Size

American Express ¢ American Property
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Editor's Note: ‘Old Wicked Songs,’
a Pulitzer Prize Finalist, is currently
playing at Studio Theatre, located at
14th & P streets, NW. It runs through

Feeling,” but have you ever heard the

would imagine it would. However, the
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However, he later finds himselfat one

eryone has heard Boston’s “More than A

By EMMETT STINSON
Hoya Starr WRITER
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ing how to interpret their implications.

Moog Cookbook Serves
Up Some ’70s Hilarity
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The music also has a noticeable
effect on Stephen. At first, he finds the
emotional works confusing, not know-
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complex man.

few that would never be expected. The
main purpose of the highly ambivalent
plot is to show that the two men have

sic rock station’s: playlist.
Choose 10 songs. Record them
again as instrumentals on your favorite vintage ’78 synthesizer as polka,
easy listening and new wave. You
have the Moog Cookbook’s “Plays the
Classic Rock Hits.” The idea is cheesy
and sounds almost exactly like you

Equitrade Partners ¢ First Tennessee Capital
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into the plot is ingenious. The music is
used in a particularly clever way during
theblackouts. Although the lights darken
and time passes, Schumann’s music continues to keep the mood.
Mashkan also uses the work of
Schumann effectively to express hisown
inner turmoil in a very unique way. His
mood seems to sway to opposite extremes throughout the play, much as the
compositions do.
Just as Schumann’s music is able to
emanate joy and sadness at the same
time, Mashkan also feels the two extremes. Clearly, the “Dichterlive”
compilation acts as a driving force behind
the emotional intricacy of this highly

afraid to let each of these instruments
say their share before breaking out his

By EMMETT STINSON
Hoya Starr WRITER

pounding

rhythms.

Thus,

songs

like

Recently, the genre known
as drum ’n’ bass has been
dismissed as a musical dead

taneous intervals, pick up momentum

end, incapable of breaking out of the

by the introduction of new textures

7

limitations
ments

that

its simple

arrange-

create. However, just when

it

seemed that drum ‘n’ bass had nothing new left to offer, Roni Size and
Reprazent have come out with their
stellar new album, “New

Forms.”

“New Forms” suceeds by following
the model ofiits own title. While much
ofthe genre’s previous territory stuck to
pounding rhythms and thudding bass
that are perhaps pleasing for dancing to

yet severely hallucinating on an illegal
substance, their content simply does not
transfer well to record, where their mo-

notony became apparent to sober listeners. However, Size and Reprazent have
added a plethora of flourishes, interludes and musical shifts while still retaining the driving beats that define drum
‘n’ bass as a genre.
The results of this expansion in structure are the sprawling electronic epics of
“New Forms.” Size is not afraid to let
his songs drag out to six, seven, eventen
minutes, and he has the musical

am-

munition to back up the rather remarkable length of his pieces. What Size
does is fuse drum and bass with acoustic
guitar, strings and horns, and he is not

“Let’s Get It On” build from the mellow chords of an organ played at sponand instruments, and then eventually

release in the deep groves.
Size succeeds also by taking his cues

from music outside of the world of modern popular music, and analyzing jazz
and classical styles. He uses the structural ideas of tension and variation to
anchor his songs and sustain them over

long periods. He also makes sure to vary
the texture of each piece: taking samples
from old jazz records on “Jazz,” adding
a middle-eastern influence to songs like
“Hi-Potent,” and using techno synthesizers on songs like “Digital.”
Reprazent plays a great supporting

role, especially the
and Bahamadia who
melodies on tracks
and hardcore raps
opening “Railing.”

vocalists
both add
like “New
on tracks.

Onallee
soothing
Forms”
like the

All in all, “New Forms” i$ a musical tour de force in two discs, and

possesses remarkably little wasted
space in well over 100 minutes of
music. Size and Reprazent’s “New
Forms” takes drum ’n’ bass to new
levels and perhaps finally realizes
the potential that this genre has always had.
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astwood’s ‘Midnight’ Hour Comes Too Late
voodoo

By JonaH NoLaAN
Hoya Starr WriTER

Every
dreamer
in
Tinseltown keeps a certain
script deep down in the bow“els of his heart. Through all the networking,

the

endless

casting

couch

sessions, and inevitable aesthetic compromise, he guards it with the ferocity
of a tiger guarding her cubs. Finally,
having reached the pinnacle of his
influence and box-office pull, he slaps
it down on crisp sheets of A4 paper

and

demands

full

creative

control.

Most of the time, the studio in ques-

tion just laughs and puts him to work
on movies like “Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil.”
Anyone who has a hard-on for Clint

Eastwood should steer clear of his
latest effort. The titanic “Midnight” is
164 long,.long minutes of additional
proof — combined with last year’s
near-fatal “Absolute Power” — that
the man with the 1,000-yard squint
might have finally lost his vision.
“Midnight” is set in Savannah, Ga.
John Cusack plays New York pen-forhire John Kelso. On his virgin assignment for Town and Country magazine,
Kelso manages to score an invitation
to the orgiastic, super-exclusive annual Christmas bash thrown by
Savannah’s very own amateur Gatsby,
dilletante

Jim

Williams

(Kevin

Spacey).
Kelso rolls into town outfitted with
the customary New Yorker “seen-itall-before” nonchalance,
-but before
long he’s bowled over by Savannah’s
genteel brand of public lunacy. Williams’ bash proves more than worthy
of its reputation — drunk thoroughbreds on the lawn, swarmy blue-bloods
yukking it up with crackhead drag
queens — and Kelso, desperate to
make fiscal amends for his first, failed
novella, soon spies in Savannah’s

nightlife far more dirt than would fit in
Town and Country’s pail.
After Williams is arrested for shooting his live-in pederast pal in the wee
hours of Christmas present, Kelso is
hooked. He rents himselfa studio and
offers Williams his services as amateur eye-spy inreturn for the exclusive
on his burgeoning courtroom battle.
Kelso’s paperback wet-dreams propel
him into the seedy underarms of
Savannah’s sub- and supra- cultures:

shindigs,

transvestite

stand-

up and the customary powder-andlace southern belle soirees. Kelso sinks
his teeth into a broad-breasted, bigshouldered Georgia peach (Alison
Eastwood), dances a tango with cross-

dressing

chum

Chablis

(The

Lady

Cusack and Spacey, relegated to the
backseat of Chablis’ formula-one per-

as the local FTD representative. But
eyebrows are beginning to raise on

formance,

Eastwood himself. Nothing since
“Unforgiven” and its well-deserved
crop of Oscars has recaptured that
magic particular to Eastwood flicks

turn

in their customarily

crisp work without particular relish.
Eastwood’s own offspring, Alison —
drawing her paycheck a tad close to
home
— looks suitably ripe in her role

“Midnight” itself is only worth
watching for a performance that garners credit toward the bottom of the
bill;

the

direction

itself

is

as

slow

his long,

fade to credits on-screen.

Per-

haps one of his closer friends should
remind him that “dying ain’t much of

unforgiveably slipshod as it is unin-

a living.”

spired. Heartbreaking as it may seem,

“Absolute Power” corrupts,
night” corrupts absolutely.

Eastwood is getting old, and his fans

of yore.

Chablis) at a debutante ball, and some-

are being forced to watch

Meanwhile,

however,

as

“Mid-

how still manages to dig up enough
evidence to give Williams a fair shake
in court.
God only knows what compelled
Eastwood—or, for that matter, Cusack

or Spacey — to lend their respective
talents to such a stinker. “Midnight”
meanders around the tree-lined avenues of sunny downtown Savannah
until the audience and the leads have
forgotten—
if they ever cared— what
it was they were looking for in the first
place.
Eastwood simply can’t hold his subject steady; the prodigious supporting
cast wanders in and out of focus with
all the stamina and constancy of regulars at a rate-by-the-hour motel. In
fact, it’s the seconds that steal the
show.
One of the glaring flaws of “Midnight” also constitutes its only selling
point. Lady Chablis — a bona-fide
drag queen enjoying her first 15 in the
Hollywood glare — plays, in a remarkably efficient piece of casting,
Lady Chablis, a Savannian

transves-

tite with a night job doing stand-up
and a penchant for flipping decorum
on its “tight, bitchy ass.”
Cusack’s sidekick-cum-comic-foil
for much of “Midnight,” Chablis
proves she has far more than a “tootsieroll” up her sleeves; she grabs the
camera with one manicured hand and
pats or prods every cheek on screen
with the other. Her performance is
mesmerizing,

so

much

so

that

Eastwood can’t seem to keep his eyes,
or his camera, off her. But Chablis’s

isn’t a crucial role.
Berendt, who penned

the paper-

bound “Midnight,” didn’t tie Chablis

into Williams” legal goings on — the
crux of both plots —at all. Eastwood,
obviously

smitten

with

his he-diva,

creates a balsa-strength alibi for Chablis’ day in court and shoots on. The
strength of Chablis’ performance only
aggravates “Midnight”’salready-critical condition; the scenes without her
feel half-hearted, and these are the

scenes that are supposed to matter.

COURTESY OF WARNER BROTHERS PICTURES

Alison Eastwood and John Cusack shack up in Savannah in Clint Eastwood's latest directorial effort, "Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil.

KEVIN

TICKETS Available In Leavey Mon-Fri csi
or by calling ProTix at (103) 218-0500 Qe
And at all Waxie Maxies's store in the Washington and Baltimore areas and
at all Record and Tape Traders stores in the Baltimore metropolitan.areas

#%

SPACEY

JOHN

CUSACK

WARNER BROS. »
JOHN CUSACK “MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN OF GOOD AND EVIL”
ITA ZUCKERMAN moni TOMROOKER *** JOHN LEE HANCOCK
"SC LENNIE NIEHAUS ™™“% ARNOLD STIEFEL 5d
id
[TO
|
fi 1 (0)A AND ard 0 DAY ROO)
A Cod
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN |

A MALPASO propuction iv assoctstiox with SILVER PICTURES KEVIN SPACEY

SOUNDTRACK ALBUM ON MALPASO / WARNER BROS. RECORDS

www.goodandevil.com

Starts Friday November 2lst
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rl “ny rea Senior Guide Editor 5: dream. smart, aici. a good writer and: an alisolie trip to work) wiihio
igA cinse you won t get any! this pret

keep
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smut, sex and scandal alive in THE GUIDE!

And

And so oo

myy little power

f

to all WE staff writers:

ip: With this semester I'veCeodiren a severe lack of sleep, time Pant

robin ne ger

in at areas of my life. But I've also gained friendships, memories and experience I wouldnt trade for the worla

Much

love to you all, ;
Stephanie )

PASS UP THESE
LOW FARES AND YOURE
THE TURKEY.
S

STUDENT FARE TO:
Los Angeles, Phoenix, Portland
San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle

S

STUDENT FARE TO:
Denver/Colorado Springs
FARES SHOWN

ARE EACH WAY

We don't think you'll find lower fares...any
way you slice it. But they're definitely for
students, only. So make your reservations on
our Student Hotline, 1-800-556-2914, or
give your Travel Agent a call. (Plan to show

current student

photo

ID before boarding.

Other restrictions are hiding in the small print.)

By the way, hang on to our phone
number. Super low student fares will be
available through May 21, 1998. And
did we mention you can include a
FREE Colorado Stopover? You know,
skiing...hiking...hanging out.
Obviously, we'll do just about
anything to make the

decision to fly us...
easy as pie.

Chicago/Midway
Wa
ton, D.C/
Pidiming

Colorado Springs

” WESTERN PACIFIC
THE

Dallas/Ft. Worth

CAN

DO

SPIRIT

BACK!

Orlando

Restrictions: Student fares shown are each way, and do not require a round-trip purchase. Advertised fares are valid for travel on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday for the period of November 1, 1997 through
February 12 through May 21, 1998. Fares for travel on peak days are available for a $20 premium over off-peak days. All travel at these fares must be completed by May 21, 1998. Advertised fares do not require
Fares listed do not include $3 to $12 in additional Passenger Facility Charges. *Free stopover applies only to flights that include a connection in Denver. All purchases are non-refundable. Changes may be made for a
and change fees are subject to change without notice. Seats at all advertised fares are limited and may not be available on all flights. Fares are valid only for students of an accredited University or College between
drivers license, student ID showing age, or US Passport at time of ticketing or check-in plus proof of student status such as college ID. Additional restrictions may apply. Even lower published fares may be available
Colorado Springs is operated dy code-share partner Mountain Air Express utilizing Dornier 328 turbo-prop aircraft. Cities served and schedules are subject to change without notice. © 1997 Western Pacific Airlines.

February 11, 1998,.and on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday for the period of
an advance purchase, but must be purchased within 24 hours after reservations are made.
$50 change fee per person, per change, plus any increase in new fare. All fares, fare rules,
the ages of 17 and 28 years. Passenger must present proof of age such as birth certificate,
to select destinations. Not all flights operate 7 days a week. Service between Denver and
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Richard III: Essential Shakespeare

G. Love Produces Special CD|

By PATRICK GREENLEAF
uses him to reach higher things. “You’re

By STEPHANIE GATTON

just like Delilah sittin’ in her den / You

Hoya Starr WRITER

take the strongest man

G.Loveand Special Sauce’s
latest CD, “Yeah, It’s That

%,
\&

J

Easy,” starts off withthe
funky,

trippy, harmonica-lacedjam, “Stepping
Stones.”
G. Love (a.k.a. Garrett Dutton), Jeff
Clemensand Jimmy Jazz Prescotthave
released three albums together under

the Special Sauce moniker. The first
two solidified the band as one of the
best live acts around. After all,swho
couldn’t groove to the trio’s mix of
funk, folk, rock and hip-hop stylings?
On their latest release, the members
attempt to capture once again the vigor
oftheir live performances. The result is
a mesh of mellow, blues tracks and
completely dancegble songs.
“Stepping Stones” is the finest track
from the CD. Beginning with a mellow
acoustic guitar solo and backing vocals, G. Love’s voice cuts through the
music as he sings of a woman who
doesn’t care about her man and only

and break

‘em

officer slain inthe line of duty. It’s hard
to criticize a song about the real-life
death of someone, but the lyrics of

“Slipped Away” are so trite and overdone that the song loses what meaning
and sentiment it might have had.
“When We Meet Again” ends the
CD on a somber, reflective note. G.
Love sings of when he was 19 years old

down again,” G. Love comments.
Clemens’ drums and G. Love’s soulful
harmonica solos keep this first track going
strong for four minutes.
“I-76” is an ode to the band’s Philadelphia hometown. All things Philly are celebrated here, and if you’re from the City of
Brotherly Love, then you’ll fondly enjoy
thissong. G. Love and guestartist Katman

The words are simple — “My friends
they were few but to me they were

take turns rapping about East and West
River Drives, Route 676, 1-95 and I-76, all

true,” for example — but that’s okay;
the stripped down instrumentsand long

Philadelphia roads. They then reminisce

acoustic guitar speak for themselves.
After all the hype and jamming of the
first 12 tracks, “When We Meet Again”
bringsthelistener back where he started.

about Philly’s basketball team, the 76ers,

and name-drop Moses. Malone, Julius
Erving, Bobby Jones and Darryl Dawkins.
Hey, even Rocky Balboa gets a mention!
At first listen, “I-76” seems nothing more
thananannoyinglocal song. Butthe groove
will grow on you, and you’ll end up liking
it. The Philly boys take a mellow turn in
“Lay Down the Law,” a selection about a
friend’s troubles with drug addiction. Then
there’s “Slipped Away (The Ballad of
Lauretha Vaird),” dedicated to Vaird, an

and the core group of friends he had.

All in all, “Yeah,

Page 7G

It’s That Easy”

givesa perfectly fine sampling ofthe G.
Love sound. It stutters here and there,

but always manages to come ‘round
again.
Editor's Note: G. Love and Special
Sauce will perform this Tues., Nov. 25
atthe 9:30 Club. For concert information, call (202) 393-0930.

Hoya Starr WRITER

Imagine a man who tells
Te
youheplanstokill hisbrothers. You laugh with him.
Imagine he manages to slyly seduce the
wife he widowed. You giggle with gusto. It
happens. Washington Shakespeare
Company’s current production of “Richard III” proves that humanity does revel in
evil. And what fun it truly can be.
Richard III is perhaps one of
Shakespeare’s greatest characters. The
playitselfchroniclesloosely (historywise)
the end of the War of the Roses in England, and focuses on Richard’s wily rise
and tumultuous fall from power. He is the
man we all love to hate: Unscrupulous,
deformed, under-sexed, unlovedand funny

as hell. Well, not always that funny. He is
a sadistic pig. But John Emmert’s strong
and brilliant portrayal of Richard forces
the audiencetto guffaw as he moves methodically up the corporate ladder. Women,
children, relatives, friends ... pshaw! This

is business. And Emmert’s Richard magnificently entices one to willingly
join him
on the most worthy of all quests.
WSC’s theater is situated in an old
warehouse which affords an intimate and
pleasingly sparse set, focusing attention
on the acting and language of the company. Director Michael Russetto gives
“Richard III” a modern slant with suitwearing nobles and intermittent gunfire.
Asthe play unfolds, one cannot help but
notice the parallels to modern political

between the successful savvy humor and
the more mediocre emotional seriousness
of character interaction for the rest of the
play. Emmert, however, lifts any scene.
Richard’s lustful pursuit of the throne is

hindered and assisted by a commendable
cast of characters. Most notable are
Buckingham (David Fendig) and Hastings
(Jim

Zidar).

Alongside

Emmert,

these

characters fluidly move from humor to
serious emotion and from faction to faction. Fendig especially provides an enjoyable and adept transformation of
Buckingham from quiet observerto scheming and ruthless bastard, second only inire
to Richard. In this play, the evil guys are
the deepest and the most interesting.
As the evil Richard faces his downfall,

he sits meditatively on his bed in the
middle of a war zone. There is a dual pull
of emotions with Richard that Emmert
beautifully brings to bear on the audience.
A part of the audience roots for him. He is
by far the most engaging character and the
humor added by Emmert makes Richard
that much moretragic. And yetitisimpossible to dismiss the horrible atrocities he
committed. Upon his bed, embroiled in
the madnessthathe created, Richard opens
up just a sliver. Enough so that this de-

formed, hated thing becomes a man. His

past, his fears and his pain unfurl. How
can

we

not relate to such

a creature?

Especially when all the viewer has to
compare with isthe boring Richmond (the
future Henry VII, played by Eric Schoen),
who is not a man but a post-prophetic
Aeneas to Shakespeare’s political times.
Richard is so engaging a character because he is actually part of each and every

one of us.
In short, the Washington Shakespeare
Company’s performance of “Richard [11
is extremely enjoyable, mostly because of
the wonderfully witty and humorous interaction between the characters. The more
serious emotional aspects tend to flounder
whenever Emmert is not in the scene but
that is probably to be expected. A play
such as this tends to focus the more powerful elements on the main actor’s scenes,
leaving standards that are difficult for the
othersintheplaytolive upto. But whatthe
play lacks in, it more than makes up for in
heart and in the sheer enjoyment. “Richard II” is a play that should not be missed.
Editor's Note: ‘Richard III’ runs at the
Washington Shakespeare Company's
} Clark Street Playhouse through Dec. 13.
For information call (703) 418-4807.

life. In one scene, as the ill-fated Prince

Edward (Thomas Mangione) arrives in
London, photographers snap pictures eagerly in the background. Russetto’s production is not hellbent on proving any
points. Instead, it poignantly allows the
observer to make his or her own connections, which tend to pop out without much
prodding.
:
Onetell-tale gauge of any “Richard [11”
. production is the seduction scene. Although history tells us that Richard married Lady Anne

(Jennifer Gerdts) after

killing her beloved husband, the Prince of
Wales, the production tries to present convincingly how it happened. And the scene
takes place before (and in this case atop)
the dead husband’s casket. Evil is cool.
The devil successfully and humorously
woos Anne playing on her affection, her
pride and eventually her desires.
Emmert and Gerdts work well together
but aside from Emmert’s witty remarks,

G. Love's latest album, ‘Yeah, It's That Easy,’ exhibits more funk, folk, rock and hip-hop.

COURTESY OF EPIC RECORDS

the scene loses appeal in Gerdts’ unconvincing swing of emotion. This may be
harsh, but the scene creates a dichotomy

COURTESY OF WASHINGTON SHAKESPEARE

COMPANY

John Emmert and Jennifer Gerdts star in ‘Richard lil.’

1

House
of Yes—Fri, MonWed: 5:45, 7:45,9:45; (Sat
Sun, Thu: 1:45,3:45,5:45,
7:45,9:45)
G.l.Jane—Fri, Mon-Wed:

Mad City—Fri-Sun: 1:00;
(Mon-Thu: 5:00)
Bean—Fri-Sun: 6:00,
8:00; (Mon-Thu: 7:30)

Anastasia—Fri-Sun:

}:00,3:15,5:30,7:43,
10:00; (Mon-Thu: 5:30,

4:40,7:10,9:40; (SatSun, Thu: 2:10, 4:40,

7:10,9:40)

8:00, 10:10)

Midnightinthe Garden of
GoodandEvil—Fri-Sun:
1:135,4:135,7:15, 10:10;
(Mon-Thu: 5:15, 8:30)
Devil's Advocate—FriSun: 3:15,10:00; (Mon-

Thu: 9:30)
Boogie Nights—Fri-Sat:
1:00,4:15,7:30, 10:45;
(Sun: 1:00,4:15, 7:30,

10:45); Mon-Thu: 5:15,
8:30
The Jackal—Fri-Sun:
2:00, 5:00, 8:00, 10:30;
(Mon-Thu: 5:00, 7:45,

10:20)
TheMan WhoKnew Too
Little—Fri-Sun: 2:00,
5:00,

7:45,

10:00;

Janus THEATER
1660 Connecticut

MidnightintheGardenof

GoodandEvil—Fri,
TueWed: 4:00,
5:00, 7:00,
8:00, 10:00; (Sat-Sun,
Thu: 1:00, 2:00, 4:00,

5:00,7:00,8:00, 10:00);
Mon: 4:00, 5:00, 8:00,
10:00
ShallWe Dance ?—Fri,
Mon-Wed: 4:45,7:15,
9:45; (Sat-Sun, Thu:
2:15,4:45,7:15,9:45)
Key THEATER
1222 Wisconsin

Midnight inthe Garden

of Good and Evil—Fri-

10:30

Mad City—Fri-Sun:
12:00
The Jackal—Fri-Sun:
1:30,4:45,%30, 10:15;
(Mon-Thu:

7:45,10:30)

1:40, 5:00,

6:00, 8:00, 10:00)
Bean—Fri-Sun: 12:15,
Eve’s Bayou—Fri-Sun:
2:30, 5:00, 10:00;
(Mon-Thu: 3:00, 5:30,

8:00)

Sick—Mon-Fri: 5:30,

«~ Alien: Resurrection—

10:30)

7:30, 9:30; (Sat-Sun:
2:30,5:30,7:30,9:30)

12:00,2:30, 5:00, 7:30,
10:00

Underground—Mon-Fri,

Starship Troopers—1:30,

Sun: 5:15, 8:30; (Sat:
5:15,8:30)

4:15,7:00,9:45

Mad City—2:10
Seven Years in Tibet—

7:10, 9:55

Founbry THEATER
1055 Thomas Jefferson
The Peacemaker—Fri,
Mon-Wed: 4:35, 7:05,
9:35; (Sat-Sun, Thu: 2:05,
4:35,7:05,9:35)
The Game—Fri, MonWed: 4:45,7:15,9:45;
(Sat-Sun, Thu: 2:15,4:45,
7:15,9:45)
Men InBlack—Fri,MonWed: 5:00, 7:30, 10:00;
(Sat-Sun, Thu: 2:30, 5:00,
7:30,10:30)
The Matchmaker—Fri,

The horrors of the infamous Chinese judicial system
are sensationalized in this film starring Richard Gere.
Gere plays an American lawyer falsely accused of murder in a system where innocence isn't an option.

Richard Gere

John Travolta, Dustin Hoffman

Mad City

Guantanamera—Mon-Fri:
7:30; (Sat-Sun: 3:40,
7:30)
Fast, Cheap &Outor
ControL—Mon-Fri: 5:45,
9:35; (Sat-Sun: 2:00,
5:45,9:35)

in this somewhat cliched look at society.
A futuristic movie with great special effects and lots of

Starship Troopers

Niel Patrick Harris,
Casper Van Dien

L.A. Confidential

Kevin Spacey, Kim Basinger,
Danny DeVito

action. The world is threatened by extraterrestrial super
bugs who initiate a war by incinerating cities on Earth.
In the midst of all ths three friends find themselves.

/

Miki Manojlovic, Lazar Ristovski

Underground

trying to cope with their indiscretions in World War II.
Uptown
3426 Connecticut

Eve’s Bayou

Samuel L. Jackson

Boogie Nights

Burt Reynolds,
Mark Wahlberg

This is one of the best films of the year, about young
Eve’s struggles in dealing with her father’s infidelity.
Director Kasi Lemmons has made a stunning debut with
this tale ofa troubled Louisiana family.
Wahlberg (of Marky Mark fame) stars as Dirk Diggler
—arising porn star in the 1970s who must deal with the
drawbacks of stardom in this most unusual of film

West En

genres.

1101 23rd

RedComer—1:30,10:00
ThedJackal—1:40,4:25,

Rainmaker

7:10,9:55

Danny DeVito, John
Voight, Claire Danes,

Eve’'sBayou—2:15,

Matt

4:10,7:00,9:50

4200 Wisconsin

TheDevil'sAdvocate—

Eve’sBayou—2:00,4:30,
7:00,9:30
Mortal
Combat:
Annihilation—2:10,4:40,

4:15,7:05

50 Massachusetts
Mortal Kombat—FriSun: 12:45,2:50,5:15,

Matt Daimon stars as a young ambitious lawyer who

teams with Danny DeVito in the first case of his career.
Together they take on a powerful but fraudulent insur-

Damon

ance company in a fight for the underdog.

Frances O’ Connorand Matt Day, anattractive pairoflovers
and drifters, eam their living robbing, seducing and sedating

O’Connor

wealthy businessmen whom Nikki picks up in bars, until one

4000 Wisconsin

Midnightinthe Garden of
Goodand Evil—1:00,
2:00,4:00, 5:00, 7:00,
8:00, 10:00

The Rainmaker—1:30,
4:20,7:10,10:00
The Jackal—1:40,

1:20, 5:30, 7:45, 10:00)

L.A. Confidential—Fri-

10:30; (Mon-Thu: 1:15,

Frances

Wisconsin_AVENUE

7:40,10:10; (Mon-Thu:

Sun: 1:15,5:00, 7:45,

Kiss or Kill

client dies and they are forced to run to escape prosecution.

4:30,7:20,.9:55
Bean—1:15,3:15,5:15,
7:30,9:30

Starship Trooper—Fri-

Internationally-renowned director Emir Kusturica has
brought another gem to the silver screen in “Underground.” The film deals with the struggles of two men

TheRainmaker—1:20,

TheManWhoKnew Too
Little—2:20,4:50, 7:20,
9:50

Detectives struggle to find the truth behind a ring of
prostitution and drugs in 1950s L.A. This film has a star
studded cast and is highly acclaimed for its actoin and
dramatic flair.

4:45,7:15,9:45

7:10,9:40

Travolta stars as John Baily, an unemployed security
guard who takes hostages in his former place of employment. Hoffman is the journalist who shadows Travolta

Happy Together—Mon-

TenLEY THEATER

9:40

Red Corner

7:30,10:50; (Mon-Thu:
12:45,10:40)

(Mon-Thu: 5:00, 7:45,

The Full Monty—
2:00,4:00,6:00, 8:00,
10:00
Critical Care—1:50,4:20
Mrs. Brown—4:40,7:10,

Keanu Reeves plays a lawyer who sells his soul to a

law firm led by John Milton (Al Pacino), who is really
Satan. Reeves faces the choice between love and success
in this exciting thriller.

12:30,2:40,4:50,
7:00,
9:00; (Mon-Thu: 1:05,

Fri’5:15,7.20,.9:25;
(Sat-Sun: 2:15, 5:15,
7:20,9:25)

1350 19th
Kiss Or Kill—1:45,
3:45,5:45,7:45,9:45
Bean—1:45,
3:45,
5:45,7:45,9:45

Al Pacino, Keanu Reeves

Little Mermaid—Fri-Sun:

(Mon-Thu: 5:30, 8:15,
10:20)
THE RAINMAKER—FRI-SUN:
1:15,4:30,7:30, 10:20;

Dupont CINEMA

Devil’s Advocate

Sun: 12:40,4:10, 7:30,

10:45; (Mon-Thu:
12:45, 4:00, 7:10,
10:25)
Anastasia—Fri-Sun:
12:20,2:35,4:55,7:10,
9:30; (Mon-Thu: 1:30,
5:20,7:30,9:45)
Devil's Advocate—5:10,

D

stick is quite boorish and irritating.

pp

9:55)

5:15,8:00, 10:30

lar on European television. The trademark Bean slap-

CT

7:30,10:20); Mon-Thu:

Atkinson’s “Mr. Bean” show may be extremely popu-

Rowan Atkinson

WW

4:55,7:25,9:55; (SatSun: 2:25.4:55,7:25,.;,

Bean

Grade

&

2:00,4:30,7:00,9:30)

TheEdge—Fri, Mon-Thu:

5:15,7:50, 10:20)
IKnowWhatYouDidLast
Summer—Fri-Sun:
2:45,
8:10; (Mon-Thu: 1:50,8:10)
The Rainmaker—1:00,
4:13,7:15,10:15

Plot Summary

Stars

>

Mon-Wed: 4:30,7:00,
9:30; (Sat-Sun, Thu:

Title

=wm >

CouRTHOUSE PLAZA
2150 Clarendon Blvd.
Arlington, VA
Starship Troopers—FriSat: 1:30,4:30,7:30,
10:30; (Sun: 1:30,4:30,

Times

>

Show

Gaston Hall
Fri-Sun.

Sun, Tue-Thu: 1:30,4:15,

A - Free Condoms
one

7:30 & 10:30

7:00,9:45; (Mon: 1:30,
4:15,9:45)

rakkxkkx
All times daily, unless otherwise noted?
*#%
sk x

Pressing Campus Issues Rating System

GPB Presents

$3
0000000000000

B -

Crucifixes in
Classrooms

C- Cardinal’s Homosexual
Concerns
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00000000000000000
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D - 50 Percent of All
Campus Statistics
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F - Rumored That GU
Has Sports Teams
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Restaurant Review: City Lights of China

Tuk Hovxa’s Wildest Outtakes

filling.

By Manpy TYLER

A Weathered Veteran Columnist Unabashedly Exposes The
Spicier Side of Georgetown s Newspaper of Record
I’m tired.
It’s hard work writing a twicemonthly entertainment column. And
frankly, I’m burned out on it. The
semester is almost over, after all.
And yet, | have to fill at least, oh,

18 inches of space here. But— ha ha
you sick bastards— I’m justnot up to
the task.

good enough to by me a drink. What
did you say you do again?”
I tell her, “I’m a columnist for THE

Hova, you know what I’m sayin’?”
[use that line all the time back inthe
States. It’s magic, sheer magic. Chicks
just digit, and I don’t even know how
many times the mere mention of THE
Hova has gotten me the digits. But

walk from the GUTS bus stop at Dupont

At the end of the meal, our fortune
listed as house specialties, came as about
cookies came on a plate of orange slices.
a dozen large chunks of chicken in ex- | At first, this seemed
a little unusual. Howtremely flavorful sauces. The chicken was
ever, it made fora perfect endtoa wondertender and juicy, and the spices perfectly _ ful meal. The cookies came unwrapped,
mild. These were not dishes for a person
which means they tasted fresher than some
seeking hot spices, though. The eggplant
that come from the typical delivery places.
in garlic sauce ($7.95) filled that role. The
City Lights is a wonderful restaurant in
beef garlic sauce was spicy, but sweet.
an excellent location, just a three-block

now? It’s great that we can share a common pop culture reference, like... Mr. T!
‘We can both feel hip and witty.

turning down a Hova columnist in
the States — I couldn’t stop laughing. I can’t wait to go home ...

from the main dining room, which proved
tobea problem asthelarge crowd waiting
for tables swarmed in to avoid the chill

of

And what about Skippy from “Family

From Andy Amend’s “The Gen-

outside. Some customers found this wait

Tue Hoya.
Space isat
apremium,

Ties?” Or Cockroach from “The Cosby
Show?” Or Buddy from “Charles in
Charge?” They're all pretty funny, too.

der Gap” — “I Am Man, Hear Me
Sniffle”
:
... | do not mean to say that our

unreasonable. When one complained, a
departing patron exclaimed, “It is worth
it!” There are three dining rooms in the

But seriously folks, how about that cru-

society as a whole explictly makes
male emotion a sign of weakness —

to cut their articles down.

back like that since Soleil Moon Frye got

it’s not so much that we aren’t sup-

here’s

breast reduction surgery. Get it? Punky

posed to cry; many of us just don’t.

what was left out from Tuesday’s

Brewster needed a BREAST REDUCTION! If that isn’t a cutting edge commentary on the crazy, mixed-up world

But not me. In an example from my
own life, [ made a four-day retreat a

further ado,

Hoya. Enjoy.
From Matt Fairley’s “The Armchair Diplomat” — “What’s the
world coming to? Look into my crystal ball.”

... Prediction #5: In the future,
all restaurants will be Taco Bell.

It is most likely that we will see the
continuation ofthe trend towards
“deburgerization,” that is, the movement
away from the McDonald’s/Burger

King polarity that characterized the
cold-side-Cold

War.

we live in, then I don’t know what is.
And atleast GUSA was able to beat back

the zoning overlay. That ANC is like the
Empire from Star Wars. Westy Byrd
reminds
me of Darth Vader —

without

the helmet! John Cronan resembles an
Ewok! And that Marion Barry — he
smokes crack! Crack is wacky! I slay me!
With a smirk and an arched eybrow, I
write on ...
From Amir Sufi’s “Hoyas Abroad”

Instead, we will see a system of re-

—

gional Taco Bell franchises. In the
future, it will be these Mexican eater-

... Perhaps it was best put by a State
Department report in 1952: “The major
obstacle to U.S.-Argentine relations is the
traditional Argentine tendency to overestimate its position in the world.”

ies that will become more and more
important within the international system, as fast-food chains with similar

“Argentine Arrogance”

selections

This arrogance has certainly been an

begin to act in concert to get what
they want. | predict the world will
most likely divide itself into the fol-

obstacle to my own U.S.-Argentine relations. A personal example: During the
first conversation you have at a bar with
almost any Argentine woman between
the ages of 18 and 23, you will undoubtedly be asked the following question:
“So, are Argentine women as beautiful
as the world says?”
So I say, “No, baby, they’re even
more beautiful. Especially you. Can |
buy you a drink?”
And she says, “I don’t know if you're

lowing blocks: North American Taco
Bell (it will soon be very apparent to

our Canadian neighbors that the mere
lack of immediate geographic proximity does not preclude a “run for the
border.” Especially with NAFTA);
Latin American Compania de
Russia Taco

for a heartier appetite.

that never
it
makes
the
into

“Sopho-

cifix controversy? I haven’t seen a roll-

Taquitos;

sticks. The sesame chicken ($8.95) and
the General Tso’s Chicken ($9.45), both

there’s
plenty of
entertaining stuff

Jeff DeMartino’s

and many

drink

to

handle the slimy texture of the eggplant. ~~ Circle. Although you may have to wait for
Finally we ordered the dish created for
a table in a cramped room, I will echo the
words of another patron from my evening
the indecisive person: the Triple Delight
(81 1.95). This came with shrimp, beef,
there: $51 is worth the wait.”
]
Editor's note: City Lights of China
chicken, mushrooms, carrots, Snow peas,
broccoli and baby corn, all served in a
is located at 1731 Connecticut Ave.,
N.W. The restaurant serves lunch and
savory light brown sauce. Missing were
dinner and also has take-out and free
moretraditional Chineseentree vegetables

From

of my fine fellow columnistsare forced

soft

perfectdish forthe diner looking for something light; it was not particularly filling

were conducive

experimentation with the provided chop-

This dish wasexcellent, if you wereableto

pages

and

rice, both of which

won over the years from organizations
such as The Washington Post, Washingtonian magazineand AAA and gawkedat
theautographed pictures of Jimmy Carter,
George McGovern, and Mick Jagger dining in the restaurant.
My first reaction to the restaurant was
is it?” The entrance is not separated .
“This

happy.
You see,

interests

hour foratable. They do takereservations,

though, which would be a good idea for

cooked. There were certainly more vegetables than meats, however. This was the

with campus newspaper losers.”
And with that. she’s off to the
dance floor with Some diids Rahs
Juanche, who is waiting for his landowning father to die so he can inherit
the family fortune. Now that’s Argentine arrogance. I was trying to
imagine any of my female friends

H R U BY

hot-side-hot,

four of our friends found out. Ona Wednesdayeveningat 7:45 p.m., we waited
a half-

trees came. They were all served family
style,
with individual bowls
of white, sticky

moricSlant”— “GUSA to the Rescue”
... Ooooh. Ahhhhh. Discotheque.
So what’s the deal with GUSA, anyway? The last time I saw such bumbling
ineffectiveness, it was Don Knotts as Mr.
Roper on “Three’s Company.” Get it? |
know you watched that show justlikeme.
Isn’t it devilishly ironic that I refer to it

PATRICK

So without

cannot be called a secret gem, though, as

cially the shrimp), while the vegetables
were served crispy and fresh, only slightly

my return visit. As we waited, we saw the
rant
dozens of awards that the restaurant
has

keep my
editors

Waldorf

Bell. It is possible that Pizza Hut and
GUido’scould
become effectiveregional
franchise blocks as they have common
interests, however they are deeply dished
franchises and may not have the
perispicacity to sign on to a “Demolition
Man” movie tie-in, which will prevent
them from being anything but peripheral
players in the international system ...

The exterior of this favorite Dupont
Circlerestaurantisinconspicuous enough.
Theinterior designis far from spectacular.
But, as the saying goes, appearances can
be deceiving. City Lights of China serves
large portions of the best Chinese food in
this city at reasonable prices. City Lights

Shortly after the first courses, our en-

this girl, she doesn’t care!
She sneers back, “I don’t drink

Fortunately for me, there’s still a
way
to

Statler and

Shell; Japan Taco Bell; and India Taco

Hov4 STAFF WRITER

Bell; China

Bell of Cheese and Meat in a Crispy

restaurant. The decor is reminiscent of a

booths, complete with green neon lights,
bare walls, and artificial flowers in plastic

vases. Even New South has better floral
arrangements. Although mirrors are used
to try to make the place feel larger, the low
ceilings and close quarters make City

members of my all-male senior class.

Lights cozy at best, cramped at worst.

It was then that I realized | was part of
an all-male senior class. And that the
retreat was nothing but four more days
surrounded by the same 50 men who

Luckily, however, the food was of much
better quality than the interior design. We

started with steamed dumplings filled with
pork and chives ($4.50). The 10 small
dumplings looked meager at first, but the
soft, doughy outside and the generous,

had surrounded me for the past four

years. Fourlong years. I couldn’teven
remember what women looked like.
Or recall their soft, supple curves. Or

spicy filling were a surprise. Next came

the soups. The wonton soup ($2), consist-

imagine how perfume smells. Or rec-

ing of two wontons in a clear broth, is best

ollect the hot fire of a woman’s loving
touch. So I cried.
I cried. I bawled. I sobbed. I shed

described as typically bland. The velvet
crab meat asparagus soup ($3) sounded
inventive. It came in a large bowl with a
broth similar to egg drop soup and small

tears like never before. I also cry at

screenings of “Bambi.” | cried when

pieces of asparagus and crab. The soup
was not particularly flavorful but it was

title belt
Michael

Landon passed away. The truth is, a
man

GRAHAM Buck/THE Hova

City Lights of China offers some of the best Chinese food in the District.

To my fellow photo cronies:

is not any weaker for crying,

but indeed stronger for being able to
make himself vulnerable. | own the
collected films of Alan Alda on
tape...

Keren, Gillian, Lara, William, Ellen, Jesse, Xander, Julie and Geoff

From Patrick Hruby’s “Chin Mu-

Thanks for being there to save/kiss/wipe my ass when I needed it.

sic” — “Sticks and Stones”
... 1 can’t believe anyone would
actually
take the time to read this crap.
Put the paper down, for God’s sake!
You’rereading
your
lifeaway! Andstaring at newsprint is bad for your eyes ...

|LTV

Graham

=
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One year ago, ska was the Next Big Thing. Bands such
as Save Ferris and Reel Big Fish were barely heard of
when record execs decided to cash in on the underground
ska scene. Today, ska is mainstream, dangerously close

™®
Be

to losing its identity as a subculture.
Thank God bands like The Specials are still around to
remind us what ska is really all about. The Specials
helped give birth to Two-Tone ska in the *70s. Twenty
years later, they’re still playing.
The Specials perform tonight with opening band Save
Ferris at the 9:30 Club, located at 815 V St., NW. For ticket
information, call (202) 393-0930. — Stephanie Gatton

Here’s
a couple
of
things to do for the
next few weeks
in
town.
Don’t
say we
didn’t let you
know!

Wednesday
December 3
The

Friday

COURTESY OF PAM CROSS

Old school legendary ska artists The Specials will play at the 9:30 Club on Monday, Dec. 1 with Save Ferris.

November 21
More people from New Jersey will be in the D.C. area,

but it isn’t too much of a surprise that the nation’s capital
is like a second home. Instead of more New Jersey
students invading Georgetown, New Jersey’s Bouncing
Souls will stop in at The Ballroom tonight.
Being united for almost nine years, this primarily punk
rock band — the band claims their sound has an aggressive
“East Coast” edge — has toured with NOFX, the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones, the Descendents and on the Warped
Tour. The four members of Bouncing Souls teamed up in

Last June, Squirrel Nut Zippers headlined the Black Cat
Summer Swing Ball. Back then, I had heard of the band, but
knew nothing of them. As they played through their near-twohour set, I became instantly hooked on their blend of old-school
swing, Jazz Age swing and modern-day rock. A year later,
swing is enjoying a blissful resurgence in popularity, and the
A Zippers concert is a guaranteed good time. When the band
returns to Washington tonight and tomorrow, put on your
dancing shoes and head down to the 9:30 Club. It doesn’t matter
if you don’t know how to swing; neither does the majority of the

audience. Half the fun is just getting out there and watching
everybody do what they think is a cool dance move. The Zippers

are pure fun. Expect no less.

2

9:30 Club, located at 815 V St., NW. For concert information,

titled album via Epitaph Records

call (202) 393-0930. — Stephanie Gatton

Squirrel Nut Zippers perform

tember. Though hesitant to sign to major label Epitaph
because of the idea that they would sell out their punk
roots, Bouncing Souls finally agreed to sign to the label.
They strongly
punk integrity
Opening for
hardcore punk

tonight and tomorrow

at the

Monday
November 24

to be one of the most heavy
D.C. area. The aggressive

have

been

known

for singer Harriet

time” and the gut-wrenching “Leave This City.” Coming
to the 9:30 Club to perform their new tunes as well as old
favorites like “Here’s Where the Story Ends” and “Wild
Horses,” The Sundays will provide a calm evening of

some great tunes.
It may be the night before Thanksgiving Day, but there are
plenty of things to see tonight. One of those things is The

Located at 815 V St., NW. For more information, call
(202) 393-0930. — Elaine Tran

Wallflowers at George Mason University’s Patriot Center.
Over the past two years, The Wallflowers have become
famous not only for Jakob Dylan being legendary Bob Dylan’s

son but also for the band’s musical talents. With the first song
off of their premiere album, “One Headlight,” The Wallflowers raided the airwaves and went on tour with alternative
artists Live.
Center with unknowns The Jayhawks and Maypole.
Tickets are available through Ticketmaster. Call (202) 432SEAT or (202) 393-0930 for more information. — Elaine Tran

The 9:30 Club is having a full night of some great ska music
with headliners The Pietasters, Shelter, Lickety Split and

since 1994, H20 spent the past few years touring with
It All. Their high energy
venues along the east coast

November 26

Sundays

Wheeler's serene high-pitched voice and their relaxing
instrumentation. In September, they released their longawaited third album, “Static & Silence,” which accentuated The Sundays’ sound. For five years, The Sundays
moved away from making music to carry on their family
lives and other artistic endeavours; but, now, The Sundays are back with such whimsical tunes as “Summer-

Tonight, for their first major headlining tour, they hit the

believed that they would maintain their
despite big business.
Bouncing Souls will be fellow Epitaph
stars H20. Established in New York City

hardcore legends Sick Of
performances have sold out
over the past year.
Tonight's show promises
hardcore shows to hit the

Wednesday

Zippers sit at the helm of the Swinger Revolution.

high school and are now based in New York City and
signed with major label Epitaph Records. Their first selfwas released in Sep-

call (202)

diner with seafoam green walls and vinyl

little over a year ago with almost 50

Hulk Hogan lost his WWF
to Ric Flair. I cried when

suchasbambooshootsandwaterchestnuts. ~~ delivery. For information
667-8022.
The meats were all full of flavor (espe-

Deftones
show in the
“Around the
tional lyrics

will play The Ballroom tonight for their first
D.C. area since the release of their new album
Fur.” Their driving, fast-paced music and emopromise to make for a powerful show. Judging

from the three shows they played in D.C. last year, fans can

attitude of both underground bands ensures that the
evening will hold hard-hitting fast paced tunes to a
warehouse full of punks.
Doors open at 7 p.m. Located at 1015 Half St., SE. For

expect an insane audience and a moving pit. Opening bands
Far and will haven are equally intense and are also touring to
promote their new albums.
Located at 1015 Half St., SE. For more information, call

more information, call (202) 554-1500. — Elaine Tran

(202) 554-1500.

— Charlie Prince

Limp. This past October, The Pietasters released their album
“Willis” which received rave reviews from music critics
around the nation, and their quirky songs “Out All Night” and
“Ocean” are constantly played on alternative radio stations.

They’ ve toured with legendary ska rockers The Mighty Mighty
Bosstones and after years of struggling for mainstream recognition, The Pietasters are finally on their way, especially with
this headlining tour.
Located at 815 V St., NW. Tickets available through Protix.
Call (202) 393-0930 for more information. — Elaine Tran

C ot

oF Davip Goran
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After five years away from the music industry, The

Sundays play on Dec. 3 at the 9:30 Club.

